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ABSTRACT 
Effects of Developmental Activities on Streamside Salamander  
Communities in Boone County, West Virginia 
 
By Mindy S. Hamilton 
With Thomas K. Pauley, Ph.D., Professor  
 
A study was conducted from May 1998 through June 1999 in three 
streams associated with mountaintop mining and valley fills in Boone County, 
West Virginia.  Streamside salamander communities were monitored in these 
streams, as well as in two relatively undisturbed reference streams in the region, 
using refugia bags, rock-on-rock methodology, and day surveys.  The relative 
abundance of salamanders was compared between the streams in order to 
detect effects of the associated valley fills to downstream biota.  Relative 
abundance was lower in two of three streams associated with valley fills as 
compared to the reference streams.  However, there was no significant 
difference between the relative abundance of salamanders in the stream with the 
oldest valley fill and the reference streams.  These results indicate that while 
there may be an effect on the salamander communities due to the valley fill 
initially, over time these communities appear to recover.  Additional studies 
should be conducted to determine specific impacts to the communities.  
Observed impacts varied among valley fills stream and include age of the fills, 
disturbance of riparian area, availability of cover objects, flow and volume of 
water, and unknown variables such as water chemistry and other human 
disturbance.   
 
 
 INTRODUCTION 
For more than twenty years mountaintop mining has been a technique 
for extracting coal from the mountainous regions in southern West Virginia.  
This practice has grown with technologically advanced equipment that is able 
to remove large quantities of earth to uncover coal seams below the surface.  
Over-burden is removed from mountaintops and deposited into adjacent 
valleys, creating what is referred to as valley fills.  While initial impacts of 
physically burying streams in these valleys are evident, little is known about 
effects to biota downstream of valley fills and at what point, spatially and 
temporally, biota begins to utilize the remaining stream.   
The objective of this study was to compare streams associated with 
mountaintop mining and valley fill practices to undisturbed reference streams 
from the same region, in order to identify any variation between salamander 
communities in the streams.  Salamanders were chosen because of their 
ability to act as indicators of stream biological conditions. 
Amphibians may be used as biological indicators based on several 
unique characteristics.  Amphibians, including those salamanders monitored 
in this study, have a biphasic life cycle utilizing both aquatic and terrestrial 
habitats.  Therefore, they are susceptible to impacts from pollutants or 
disturbances on land and in water.  In addition, amphibians are poikilothermic 
and have permeable eggs, gills, and skin, making them vulnerable to 
pollutants and fluctuations in their environment (Heyer et al. 1994, Dunson et 
al. 1992).  Many authors have studied the decline of amphibians due to 
environmental alterations from timber harvesting, agriculture, wetland 
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drainage, urbanization, stream pollution and siltation, and acid precipitation 
(Ash 1988; Beattie and Tyler-Jones, 1992; Blaustein and Wake 1990, 1995; 
Fisher and Shaffer 1996; Orser and Shure 1972; Pechmann et al. 1991).  
In additional to their sensitivity to disturbance, amphibians also play an 
important role in their ecosystems.  Salamanders specifically act as interface 
organisms drawing energy from below surface communities, whether it is 
terrestrial or aquatic, and making it available to above surface predators.  
Because of their importance in a range of systems, the decline of 
salamanders has been noticed and efforts to understand their life histories 
and reasons for decline are being made.  By monitoring salamander 
communities, one is able to draw preliminary conclusions about the stream 
condition and possible impacts on streams by mountaintop mining.  However, 
in order to draw conclusions based on the comparison between study and 
reference streams, the following assumptions must be made:  1) that 
sampling techniques were equally successful at each site; 2) that all streams 
were populated with similar salamander communities prior to disturbance; 
and 3) that mountaintop mining has had the same effect on all of the study 
streams.   
Generally, the first two assumptions can be made.  However, the third 
assumption over simplifies effects of mountaintop mining.  Many variables 
exist between study streams, such as: ages of valley fills, available cover 
objects, disruption of the riparian zone, flow and volume of water, and 
unknown variables such as dissimilarity in water chemistry parameters (i.e., 
dissolved oxygen, pH, temperature, iron) and other human impacts (i.e., 
collection for fishing bait).  A long-term study potentially involving monitoring 
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for multiple years and tolerance experiments with salamanders would be 
required to provide conclusive evidence concerning impacts of individual 
variables within mountaintop mining to salamanders.  While conclusions 
concerning the effects of all variables involved in mountaintop mining cannot 
be made after one year of monitoring, my data can be a basis for discussion 
and continued studies.  
Additionally, contributions to the natural history of each salamander 
species encountered during this study will further the understanding of 
salamanders and their ecological importance.  Eurycea cirrigera, 
Desmognathus fuscus, D. monticola, and Gyrinophilus porphyriticus duryi 
were the four most common salamanders encountered during this study.  In 
addition, data were collected for smaller numbers of Eurycea l. longicauda 
and Pseudotriton r. ruber. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA 
Hobet 21 Mine is located in Boone County, West Virginia, 
approximately 8 km northwest of Danville and 40 km southwest of Charleston, 
West Virginia.  More specifically, the mine and study streams are located on 
the United State Geologic Survey 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map: Mud 
Quadrangle. The mine has been in operation since 1976.  By 1998, 
approximately 7,000 acres had been surface mined and were in varying 
staging of coal extraction and reclamation.   
The mine is situated in the Appalachian Mountains in the Allegheny 
Plateau Physiographic Province.  This province is characterized by rolling 
foothills in the west to steep slopes and narrow valleys in the southern and 
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eastern portion of the province.  The annual average precipitation is 43.4 
inches (110.2 cm), and an annual average temperature of 53.6 degrees F 
(12.0 degrees C) (U.S. Department of Commerce 1973). The Allegheny 
Plateau has a greater diversity of amphibians and reptiles than any other 
province in the state.  Gyrinophilus p. duryi, along with 5 other salamander 
species, is limited within West Virginia to the Allegheny Plateau Province 
(Green and Pauley, 1987).  
Prior to mining, the land was primarily forested with few residential 
dwellings. Dominant trees species in the mixed-age hardwood deciduous 
forest included:  oaks (Quercus spp.), hickories (Carya, spp.), maples (Acer 
spp.), yellow poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera), cucumber tree (Magnolia 
acuminata), American beech (Fagus grandifolia), and basswood (Tilia 
americana).  Grassland and grassland/shrub communities replaced the 
forested areas after mining and reclamation (Michael, 1998). 
Potential direct impacts to streams due to mountaintop mining 
practices include partially or completely filling stream channels and potentially 
removing the riparian zone along existing streams.  As indicated earlier, 
spoils from the mountaintop mining practice are deposited into streams 
associated with adjacent valleys.  In regard to streams monitored during this 
study, only a portion of the original stream was filled.  Valley fills are designed 
to bury the least amount of stream and allow surface and groundwater runoff 
to percolate through the fills and into the existing streambeds.  
Sediment/treatment ponds are constructed in streams to catch sediment due 
to erosion and treat water runoff to reduce potential for impacts to the 
streams. Influent waters are treated with a chemical compound that raises the 
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water pH to nearly 10.  At this pH, iron and manganese becomes insoluble 
and will precipitate out of the water (Dubois Chemical Company contractor, 
pers. comm. on site).  In some cases sediment/treatments ponds are 
removed from streams after they are no longer needed to clean the water.  
However, these ponds were left intact in the study streams to be used for 
wildlife and recreational purposes.  Vertebrate and invertebrate populations 
inhabit ponds.   
An inventory of the inhabitants of 9 sediment ponds, including ponds in 
the study streams was taken between May and September of 1998.  Based 
on results of live trapping and vocalization surveys, I found that sediment 
ponds were used by stocked sunfish (Lepomis spp.) and smallmouth bass 
(Micropterus dolomieui), mole salamander larvae (Ambystoma sp.), red 
spotted newts (Notophthalmus v. viridescens), spring peepers (Pseudacris 
crucifer), bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana), pickerel frogs (Rana palustris), green 
frogs (Rana clamitans melanota), gray treefrogs (Hyla chrysoscelis), Fowler’s 
toads (Bufo fowleri), and American toads (Bufo americanus) (Pauley, 
unpublished data).   
DESCRIPTION OF STREAMS 
Five streams were monitored in Boone and Logan counties, West 
Virginia.  Three of these streams, Bragg Fork, Stanley Fork, and Lavender 
Fork, were associated with mountaintop mining.  Two additional streams, not 
associated with mountaintop mining, were monitored as reference streams.  
The first of these reference streams, an unnamed tributary to Sugartree 
Branch (here after referred to as the Sugartree tributary) had been subjected 
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to surface mining approximately 50 years prior to the study.  Unlike streams 
associated with mountaintop mining, no sediment/treatment pond was ever 
established on the Sugartree tributary.  The second reference stream, an 
unnamed tributary located in the Chief Logan State Park (hereafter referred to 
as Logan tributary), was relatively undisturbed.   
The flow of water from Bragg Fork and Lavender Fork can be traced 
(in order) to Big Horse Creek, Little Coal River, Coal River, and ultimately into 
the Kanawha River in St. Albans, West Virginia.  Water flows from Stanley 
Fork and Sugartree tributary into the Mud River and then the Guyandotte 
River in Barboursville, West Virginia.  The Logan tributary is a first-order 
stream, which flows into a second-order unnamed tributary, and then into the 
Guyandotte River.  The following describes the streams and the two 
monitoring sites on each stream. 
The Bragg Fork watershed underwent mining and reclamation in the 
late 1983.  Much of the stream, specifically that which exists above the 
remaining sediment pond runs underground.  The stream surfaces 
approximately 50 meters above the sediment pond.  Approximately 100 
meters of stream remains below the sediment pond prior to the confluence 
with Big Horse Creek.  Two monitoring sites were established on the stream, 
one above and one below the pond.  There was a progression from closed 
canopy at the beginning of the upper pond site to open canopy at the end of 
the site in the backwaters of the pond.  The first 10 meters were under a 
dense canopy of young trees (Photo 1, Appendix A).  As the canopy opened 
a succession occurred from sparse understory vegetation to dense raspberry 
(Rubus sp.) and multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora) growth, to herbaceous 
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growth near the pond’s edge (Photo 2).  In addition, the substrate of the 
stream went from gravel bottoms with a multitude of cover objects, such as 
rocks and logs, to silt and sand near the pond.   
The second monitoring site was established below the pond in the first 
40 meters of the existing stream.  There were noticeable human impacts due 
to a dwelling situated along the stream.  Large canopy trees were left in place 
at this site and provide partial shade to the stream.  The site can be 
characterized most by the abundance of cover objects (Photo 3).  Rocks 
ranging from 12 cm diameter or greater accounted for approximately 70 
percent of the streambed.   
Stanley Fork was the most recently reclaimed site. Mining and 
reclamation was complete by 1996.  The low gradient stream above the 
existing sediment pond meandered and split into multiple channels prior to 
emptying into the pond (Photo 4).  Below the pond, the stream created a 
narrow, deep channel (Photo 5). Substrate at both the upper and lower pond 
sites consisted of small gravel, sand, and silt.  Few cover objects existed at 
either site.  There were no trees located directly along the stream.  Steep 
slopes existed on either side of the pond.  Stream reaches above and below 
the pond were on relatively flat ground.  There was an access road to the 
pond several meters from the stream reach below the pond.  This entire area 
lacked woody vegetation outside of multiflora rose and raspberry.  Wetland 
plants, such as rushes (Juncus spp.), sedges (Carex spp.), and cattails 
(Typha spp.) were the dominant vegetation at both sites on the stream 
(Photos 4 and 5).  The study site was established at the head of Stanley Fork, 
although there were other valley fills and ponds in tributaries downstream. 
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The Lavender Fork watershed was mined and reclaimed in 1986.  The 
monitoring sites were placed on the left fork of the stream above and below the 
remaining sediment pond.  Both sites in this stream were under canopy trees 
(Photos 6 and 7).  Outside of the placement of the sediment pond, the sites did 
not appear to have been directly disturbed by the mining activities.  Iron oxide 
deposits were heavy at the site above the pond, forming a thick layer covering 
the stream bottom and on the monitoring equipment (Photo 8).  Iron oxide 
deposits were not detected at the site below the pond.  However, dark, slick 
sediment covered the rocks at this site suggesting the presence of manganese.   
The first reference stream, Sugartree tributary, is impacted presently 
and has been impacted in the past.  A strip mine, which was operational 
approximately 50 years ago, was the last mining impact to the stream.  
Presently a dirt access road along the stream allows for open dumping 
downstream of the study sites.  Run off from a public gravel road enters the 
stream above the study sites. This reference stream may demonstrate the 
preexisting conditions of the study streams more appropriately than the 
second reference stream described below.  There are many cover objects in 
Sugartree tributary.  Canopy cover varies along the stream, ranging from 
partially shaded to partially open at both sites (Photos 9 and 10).   
The second reference stream, Logan tributary, did not show evidence of 
major human disturbance; and a Chief Logan State Park Manager indicated that 
past mining had not occurred directly in the stream watershed.  The stream was 
partially to completely shaded.  An abundance of cover objects existed at both 
sites (Photos 11 and 12).  This stream became completely dry during the 
monitoring period from September to November in 1998, and in June 1999.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
As described in the introduction, 2 sites were established on each 
stream.  Ponds separated the 2 sites in Bragg Fork, Stanley Fork, and 
Lavender Fork.  To simulate the distance occupied by the ponds in the study 
streams, 20- to 40-meter areas separated the 2 sites on each reference 
stream.  The site above the pond is referred to as “A”, while the site below the 
pond is referred to as “B”.  Streams are number 1-5 in this order: Bragg Fork, 
Stanley Fork, Lavender Fork, Sugartree tributary, and Logan tributary. 
Salamanders were monitored at each site using standard 
methodology.  Adult, subadult, juvenile and larval salamanders were 
monitored with juvenile refugia bags (Pauley and Little, 1998) and rock on 
rock methods (Pauley, 1995). Five juvenile refugia bags and 5 rocks on rocks 
were established in a 20-meters transect of each site.  In addition, day 
surveys were conducted at each site in a second 20-meter transect.   
Juvenile refugia bags were constructed with 1 square meter of deer 
netting (plastic mesh material manufactured to cover vegetation or areas to 
protect from deer browsing), 7-10 medium sized (10 cm X 10 cm) flat rocks, 
and leaves (Photo 8).  The deer netting was used as a bag by gathering the 
corners around the rocks and leaves. Leaves and rocks were used to 
simulate typical stream refugia.  By creating these bags, I was able to survey 
approximately the same amount of refuge material at every site.  Bags were 
repaired as needed over the year to maintain a consistent size.  A large rock 
was often placed on top or at the side of the bags to anchor them from 
moving downstream with the current.  In order to monitor the bags, each was 
removed from the stream and placed into a large plastic dishpan (Photo 8).  
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Water underneath the bag was swept with an aquarium dip net to catch any 
salamanders that may have taken refuge under the bag, but had not been 
caught inside the bag.  The bag would then be manipulated within the 
dishpan to encourage salamanders to escape and be trapped in the 
container.   
To conduct the rock on rock method, two rocks were stacked on top of 
each other to create an area for adult, subadult, and juvenile salamanders to 
utilize as cover.  Preferably the rocks utilized were somewhat stationary, 
moist, and ideally moss covered.  However, this method was difficult to 
establish and maintain in all of the streams because of fluctuating water 
levels.  Rocks were often moved closer to or farther from the stream from one 
month to the next to maintain moisture on the rocks without allowing the rocks 
to be completely submerged.  While this method was less affective than 
refugia bags, data were taken for any salamander observed utilizing the cover 
created by the rock on rock method.  
Day surveys were conducted in the stream channel in a 20-meter 
transect at each site.  Two investigators surveyed for 15 minutes each within 
the wetted area of the stream channel, which depending upon the stream and 
month may or may not contain flowing or standing water.  At most sites, cover 
objects within the water of the stream were overturned to detect salamanders.  
Salamanders were captured with aquarium nets.  This methodology was 
modified for the site above the pond on Bragg Fork and both sites in Stanley 
Fork. These sites lacked cover objects in the transect surveyed during the 
day.  Instead substrate was predominantly small gravel, sand, or silt.  Banks 
of the channels had thick vegetation and roots were often exposed in the 
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banks.  The bottom and sides of the stream channel were agitated with the 
aquarium nets and/or tea strainers to collect any larval salamanders taking 
refuge in these areas.  Captured salamanders were placed in a container until 
the survey was complete.  Care was taken to separate Gyrinophilus p. duryi 
larva from the smaller E. cirrigera larva, given their tendency to consume the 
E. cirrigera larva, even in captivity.   
Natural history data were taken from each captured salamander in the 
field.  Data, when applicable, included: species identification, total length, 
snout-to-vent length (SVL), mass, and number of dorsal spots.  All 
salamanders and age classes were identified to species. SVL and mass were 
measured for the adult and subadult salamanders.  Typically, data collected 
for larval and juvenile salamanders were species identification, number of 
dorsal spots, total length, and mass.  Because of the small size of juveniles 
and larvae, SVL was not normally obtained, except in the case of the 
Gyrinophilus p. duryi larvae, which were often large enough to measure 
accurately in the field. Masses of some juvenile and most larval salamanders 
were not taken because their small mass fell below the accuracy of the 
scales.  These were generally reported as approximately 0.1 g.  
To get length measurements, salamanders were placed inside a clear 
plastic square box (sold as picture boxes).  A damp sponge was used to hold 
the salamanders firmly against the side to straighten the body, in order to get 
the most consistent measurements.  Because the box is clear, the vent could 
be detected through the plastic to measure the SVL.  Calipers were used to 
take the measurements (Photo 13).  It was also in this position when the eggs 
could be seen through the transparent venter of a gravid female. 
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When possible, salamanders were marked by removing one or a 
combination of toes, in order to identify the salamander if recaptured.  Toe 
clipping is an accepted method for marking salamanders and allows for the 
marking of thousands of individuals (Ferner, 1979; Heyer et al., 1994).  In 
addition, because the method is inexpensive and can be done in the field, toe 
clipping was chosen to mark the salamanders in order make an accurate 
count of captured salamanders and potentially monitor growth rates of 
salamanders.  Salamanders were released after data collection.  
The database is presented in Appendix B.  The database includes 
records from months not used for stream comparison due to incomplete 
monitoring.  In addition, records for water pH and temperature are presented 
when no salamanders were captured at a site on a particular visit. 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 
Temperature and pH of the stream were taken and recorded at the 
beginning, middle, and end of the site during data collection.  Temperature 
was taken with plastic armored thermometers, and the pH with an Oakton ® 
pHTestr 2 or 3.   
Qualitative observations were made concerning amount and flow of 
water in study and reference streams.  No quantitative measurements were 
made given low flow in Bragg Fork, Lavender Fork, Sugartree tributary and 
Logan tributary; as well as absence of water in Logan tributary for four of the 
nine monitoring months (September-November 1998, and June 1999).   
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Data collected for salamander and environment were analyzed and 
compared among the study and reference streams.  Specifically the number of 
salamanders was compared among all streams, between all study streams 
(combined) and all reference streams (combined), between each stream (e.g., 1 
vs 3, 2 vs. 5), between each stream site and (i.e. above or below pond), pH of all 
streams and sites, water temperature of all streams and sites, and between pH 
and water temperature of each site on the streams.  The statistical program, 
SigmaStat for Windows (1992-1994 Jandel Scientific), was used to make these 
comparisons.  Equal variance and normality were tested.  Based on the results 
of these evaluations and the data, t-test, Mann-Whitney Rank Sum, Kruskal-
Wallis One-way ANOVA, or One-way ANOVA were used to test for significant 
differences in the data. In addition, after finding significant differences among the 
streams using One-way ANOVA, two separate All Pairwise Multiple Comparison 
Procedures, Tukey Test and Dunn’s Method, were used to compare the 
streams.  Data were considered significantly different at the confidence level of 
p<= 0.05.  
RESULTS 
Data were collected during 9 months over the course of 1 calendar 
year on streamside salamander occurring in the study and reference streams.  
There were 762 individual salamanders encountered and identified during the 
9-month monitoring period.  Streamside salamanders captured included 411 
Eurycea cirrigera  (Southern Two-line Salamander), 145 Desmognathus 
fuscus (Northern Dusky Salamander), 137 D. monticola (Seal Salamander), 
33 Gyrinophilus porphyriticus duryi (Kentucky Spring Salamander), 33 
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Eurycea longicauda (Longtailed salamander), and 1 Pseudotriton r. ruber 
(Northern Red Salamander).  In addition, 2 Notophthalmus v. viridescens 
(Red-spotted Newt, Red Eft) were found near the stream.  Nine unknown 
Desmognathus spp. and 3 unknown salamanders escaped prior to being 
identified.   
The following provides specific results (summarized in Tables 1 and 2) 
for each stream and compares the streams and sites on each stream (to 
detect any variation above and below pond).  The statistical tests are 
summarized in Table 3.  
BRAGG FORK 
One hundred fifty salamanders were captured at Site 1A from 6 of the 
7 salamanders species encountered during the stream monitoring (Table 1).  
Salamander relative abundance at Site 1A was significantly greater than that 
at Site 1B (P=0.003), in which 52 individual salamanders were captured 
(Table 1).  Salamanders captured at Site 1B represented 5 species.  Water 
temperatures and water pH of site 1A and 1B were not significantly different 
(P=0.061; P=0.125).  Site 1A average temperature and average pH was 
13.56 °C (range 11.00-15.00 °C) and 7.3 (range 6.7-7.8), respectively.  While 
the average temperature and average pH was 15.72 °C (range 11.5-20.5 °C) 
and 7.6 (range 6.9-8.1), respectively, at Site 1B (Table 2).  
STANLEY FORK 
Thirty-eight individual salamanders were captured at both sites on 
Stanley Fork, 20 at Site 2A and 18 at Site 2B (Table 1).  Site 2A and 2B were 
inhabited by 3 species.  There was a significant difference between the relative 
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abundance of the salamanders captured at the two sites (P=0.047).  In addition, 
there was a significant difference between the water temperature (P=0.011) and 
water pH (P=<0.001) between the Site 2A and 2B.  Average temperature at Site 
2A was 14.5 °C (range 13-16 °C), and at Site 2B 16.33 °C (range 12-19 °C).  
Likewise, average pH for Site 2A was 7.1 (range 6.6-7.5), significantly lower than 
the average pH of 7.8 (range 7.2-8.1) for Site 2B (Table 2). 
LAVENDER FORK  
Fifty-five salamanders were captured at Lavender Fork.  There was no 
significant difference between the relative abundance between Sites 3A and 
3B (P=0.157).  Four species, 41 individual salamanders, were captured at 
Site 3A and 3 species, 14 salamanders, were captured at 3B (Table 1).  
Water temperature between the sites was also not significantly different 
(P=0.104).  Average temperatures were 15.2°C (range 12.5-17.3 °C) at 3A 
and 19 °C (range 9.5-26 °C) at 3B.  The pH at 3A was significantly lower than 
that of 3B (P=<0.001) (Table 2). 
SUGARTREE TRIBUTARY 
There were 222 salamanders captured at Sugartree tributary, 85 of 
which were captured at Site 4A and 137 at Site 4B.  The relative abundance 
of salamanders was not significantly different at the sites (Table 1).  Water 
temperature and pH were also not significantly different between the sites 
(Tables 2 and 3).   
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LOGAN TRIBUTARY 
Like the first reference stream, Sugartree tributary, Logan tributary also 
did not show any significant difference between Site 5A and 5B when 
comparing the relative abundance of salamanders, water temperature, or pH 
(Tables 1-3).   
COMPARISON BETWEEN SITES 
No significant differences were found between salamander relative 
abundance, water pH or water temperature at the reference streams. Given 
that the two sites on the reference streams were only spatially separated (not 
by a sediment/treatment pond), these results are expected.  Conversely, the 
water pH and water temperature varies between sites above and below 
sediment/treatment ponds on the study streams (significant difference were 
only detected for pH between sites on Stanley Fork and Lavender Fork; and 
for temperature between sites on Stanley Fork.)   The sediment/treatment 
ponds had been chemically altered to raise pH, and ponded water exposed to 
sunlight without any shading becomes warmer (during summer months) than 
flowing streams in wooded areas.  Given these conditions, the raise in pH and 
temperature at the below pond sites may be attributed to the ponds.   
In research conducted to study thermal alterations in natural systems in 
South Carolina, Gibbons and Scharitz (1974), described normal stream and 
pond temperatures as 25-30°C.  Natural fauna and flora in systems would begin 
to suffer and be replaced by heat tolerant species after a rise above these 
temperatures.  While the relative abundance was lower at below pond sites for 
the study streams, temperature does not appear to be a contributing factor to the 
reduction.     
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Roudebush (1988) tested behavioral changes due to acid sensitivity in 
Desmognathine species, however, did not test pH levels above 7.2.  He found 
that the Desmognathus quadramaculatus ate significantly greater amounts at 
pH=7.2 than compared to other pH levels in his study.  Pough and Wilson 
(1977), studying Ambystoma, found a tolerance for pH levels up to 10, with 
greatest hatching success between 7-9.  Given these results, pH levels in the 
below pond sites, reaching 8.3 at the highest, may also be eliminated as 
contributing factors to the lower relative abundance. The lower relative 
abundance may be the result of substrate (such as that seen in Bragg Fork, 
which had large cover objects which allowed for easier escape), or some 
unknown factor (such as the dark deposits, potentially manganese, in 
Lavender Fork.)   
COMPARISON BETWEEN STREAMS 
When comparing relative abundance among all streams sampled there 
is a significant difference among sites.  Overall, significantly more 
salamanders were captured at the reference streams than at the study 
streams.  However, relative abundance of salamanders captured at Bragg 
Fork did not differ significantly from that of either reference stream.  Both 
reference streams had greater numbers of salamanders captured than 
Stanley Fork or Lavender Fork.  Likewise, Bragg Fork had significantly 
greater salamander relative abundance than either Stanley Fork or Lavender 
Fork (Table 3).  
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Table 1  
Counts of salamanders, separated by age class,  
for each site during monitoring period. 
  1A 1B 2A 2B 3A 3B 4A 4B 5A 5B Total 
Spp. Age            
Desmognathus 
fuscus Larvae 34 7  1  3  3 7 13 68 
 Juveniles 11 5  2  2 1 1 5 2 29 
 Subadults 6      2  2 2 12 
 Adults 10 6   5 1 1 3 1 9 36 
 Total           145 
D.m.monticola Larvae    1 2  2 2 6 7 20 
 Juveniles 1 3  2 2 1 5 6 30 12 62 
 Subadults    1 1  1 4 14 5 26 
 Adults 1  1    2 2 11 12 29 
 Total           137 
Eurycea cirrigera Larvae 70 27 12 8 27 7 59 108 27 59 404 
 Juveniles 3  3  1  1 2 1  11 
 Subadults           0 
 Adults 6 1 3 3   3 2 3 1 22 
 Total           437 
E. l. longicauda Larvae           0 
 Juveniles 5          5 
 Subadults           0 
 Adults  2         2 
 Total           7 
Gyrinophilus p. duryi Larvae 2  1  3  7 4 7 8 32 
 Subadults       1    1 
 Adults           0 
 Total           33 
Pseudotriton r.ruber Larvae  1         1 
 Total           1 
Notophthalmus 
v.viridescens Adult 1          1 
 Juvenile         1  1 
 Total           2 
TOTAL  150 52 20 18 41 14 85 137 115 130 762 
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Table 2  
The average water pH and temperature (in °C) at each site  
during monitoring months. 
 Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 AVE 
1A pH 6.7 6.8 6.7 7.6 7.8 7.8 7.5 7.2 7.2 7.26 
 Temp 15 14.5 15 13.5 13.5 11 13 13 13.5 13.56 
1B pH 7.1 7.3 6.9 8 8 8.1 7.8 7.5 7.6 7.59 
 Temp 17 16.5 17.5 13.5 11.5 11.5 16.5 17 20.5 15.72 
2A pH 6.6 6.6 7 7.3 7.5 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.4 7.08 
 Temp 15 14.5 15 14 13.5 13 15 14.5 16 14.5 
2B pH 7.2 7.7 7.6 8.1 8.1 7.9 8 7.9 8 7.83 
 Temp 18 18 18 12 12 13.5 18 19 18.5 16.33 
3A pH 7.1 7.1 6.9 7.6 7.6 7.4 7.3 7.4 7.6 7.33 
 Temp 16.5 16 17 12.5 13 12.5 16.5 15.5 17.3 15.20 
3B pH 7.9 8.1 7.5 8.2 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.1 8.1 8.09 
 Temp 23.5 23 22.5 10.5 9.5 12.5 21 22.5 26 19.00 
4A pH 6.9 6.5 6.6 5.6 5.6 7.3 7.3 7.2 7.4 6.71 
 Temp 20.5 20 19.5 9.5 9.5 5.5 15 17.5 18.5 15.06 
4B pH 7.1 6.5 6.5 5.6 5.5 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 6.73 
 Temp 20 20 19.5 12 9.5 7 15.5 17 18.5 15.44 
5A pH 7 6.7 * * * 7.2 7 6.9 * 6.96 
 Temp 19 19 * * * 7.5 13 15 * 14.70 
5B pH 6.8 6.8 * * * 7.2 7 7 * 6.96 
 Temp 21 19.5 * * * 8 15 17 * 16.10 
Note: * indicates no measurable water during these months. 
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Table 3  
Comparisons of salamanders, water pH, and water temperature, among 
streams and sites, differences considered statistically significant  if P<=0.05. 
Comparison Test P= N= 
#  among all streams Kruskal-Wallis One-way 
ANOVA 
<0.001 18 
#  between study and reference 
streams 
Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test <0.001 N=46 (study) 
N=36 (reference) 
#  between 1A and 1B t-test 0.003 22 
#  between 2A and 2B t-test 0.047 22 
#  between 3A and 3B Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test 0.157 22 
#  between 4A and 4B t-test 0.120 22 
#  between 5A and 5B t-test 0.423 22 
#  between stream 1 and 2 Tukey Test  and Dunn’s Method <0.05 18 
#  between stream 1 and 3 Tukey Test  and Dunn’s Method <0.05 18 
#  between stream 1 and 4 Tukey Test  and Dunn’s Method No 18 
#  between stream 1 and 5 Tukey Test  and Dunn’s Method Do not 
Test 
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#  between stream 2 and 3 Tukey Test  and Dunn’s Method No 18 
#  between stream 2 and 4 Tukey Test  and Dunn’s Method <0.05 18 
#  between stream 2 and 5 Tukey Test  and Dunn’s Method <0.05 18 
#  between stream 3 and 4 Tukey Test  and Dunn’s Method <0.05 18 
#  between stream 3 and 4 Tukey Test  and Dunn’s Method <0.05 18 
#  between stream 4 and 5 Tukey Test  and Dunn’s Method Do not 
Test 
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pH among streams One-way ANOVA <0.001 18 (stream 5 N=11) 
pH among sites One-way ANOVA <0.001 10 (5A N=7; 5B N=6) 
pH between 1A and 1B t-test 0.125 9 
pH between 2A and 2B t-test <0.001 9 
pH between 3A and 3B t-test <0.001 9 
pH between 4A and 4B t-test 0.949 9 
pH between 5A and 5B t-test 0.948 5A N=6; 5B N=5 
water temp among streams Kruskal-Wallis One-way 
ANOVA 
0.577 18 (stream 5 N=11) 
water temp among sites Kruskal-Wallis One-way 
ANOVA 
0.257 10 (5A N=7; 5B N=6) 
water temp between 1A and 1B t-test 0.061 10 
water temp. between 2A and 2B t-test 0.011 10 
water temp between 3A and 3B  t-test 0.104 10 
water temp between 4A and 4B t-test 0.876 10 
water temp between 5A and 5B t-test 0.567 5A N=7; 5B N=6 
Note: Tests conducted using SigmaStat. 
No indicates that the P>0.05 for comparison tested with the Tukey Test and Dunn’s Method.  “Do not 
test” indicates that the means fall between means already determined to be statistically 
different.  Should be considered as a no significance.   
Stream # and names: 1=Bragg Fork, 2=Stanley Fork, 3=Lavender Fork, 4=Sugartree tributary, 5=Logan 
tributary. 
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DISCUSSION 
Given that significantly fewer salamanders were captured at the study 
streams, Stanley Fork and Lavender Fork, compared to those captured at the 
reference streams, a general conclusion can be drawn that mountaintop 
mining activities may have impacted the salamander communities.  However, 
because Bragg Fork, the earliest reclaimed site, also had significantly greater 
salamander relative abundance than the other study streams, and because 
Bragg Fork did not differ statistically from the reference streams, one can also 
conclude that the communities, while initially impacted, may recover in the 
remaining stream reach given that appropriate habitat is available after 
reclamation.   
While it is somewhat easy to determine that mountaintop mining and 
valley fill practices have an impact on the streams, determining the exact 
variables responsible for the impact to the salamander communities is not.  
These variables, mentioned earlier, include: age of the valley fill, available 
cover objects, disruption of the riparian zone, flow and volume of water, and 
unknown variables such as dissimilarity in water chemistry parameters (i.e., 
DO, pH, temperature, iron) and other human disturbance (i.e., collection for 
fishing bait).  In all probability, these variables work in concert to impact the 
salamander communities, but some may play more important roles.   
AGES OF THE VALLEY FILLS 
The newest valley fill was constructed in Stanley Fork.  Stanley Fork 
had significantly lower salamander relative abundance than the reference 
streams or Bragg Fork (the study stream with the oldest valley fill).  Initially a 
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stream, Rich Hollow, with a valley fill within its first three years of reclamation, 
was a fourth study stream.  After heavy rains the stream channel above the 
sediment pond filled up with sediment and shifted to an entirely different area.  
The refugia bags were buried and the rock on rocks were lost.  Given the 
instability of the stream channel and the large volume of sediment, the site 
was abandoned.  Most likely these conditions would also prevent re-
colonization of salamander communities in a stream.   
Drawing from the observations made at Rich Hollow, one can 
speculate why Stanley Fork had significantly fewer salamanders than Bragg 
Fork.  It appears that after a stream stabilizes, salamanders will re-colonize 
the stream.  The actual time that it takes a stream channel to stabilize may 
depend on several factors, including: precipitation, establishment of 
vegetation on reclaimed areas above the valley fill, and establishment of 
vegetation and other stabilizing structures in the stream and along the banks.   
Another important consideration for the likelihood of re-colonization is 
the occurrence of salamanders in nearby areas, such as seeps and remaining 
stream reaches.  Given this, the amount of disturbance in a stream including 
disturbance to riparian areas, surrounding seeps, and downstream reach may 
determine how quickly or successfully a salamander community rebounds.   
DISTURBANCE OF RIPARIAN AREA 
While the method for establishing a valley fill and sediment pond is 
generally the same for all study streams, the surrounding topography dictated 
how much of an impact to the riparian area there was at each site.  For 
instance, the valley fill and sediment pond on Stanley Fork are established in 
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a narrow valley.  Banks around the sediment pond and stream reaches above 
and immediately below the pond are steep.  There is not a typical riparian 
area surrounding the stream.  Vegetation and landscape was leveled above 
and below the pond.  As described earlier, the dominant vegetation that had 
grown included wetland species in the relatively flat bottom along the stream.  
The stream above the pond broke into several smaller channels.  Given this 
disturbance, the re-establishment of woody vegetation along the stream and 
stabilization of the stream channel may be more difficult to achieve compared 
to stream reaches where there is less disturbance.  
For instance, currently vegetation at Bragg Fork above the pond has 
matured.  Nearer the pond a transition zone still exists with small trees, 
multiflora rose and raspberries.  This vegetation stabilizes the stream banks.  
Large sycamore trees, predating the mining activities, remain along the 
stream reach below the pond.  These, in addition to large rocks placed below 
the sediment pond, act to stabilize the stream bank and stream bed.   
AVAILABILITY OF COVER OBJECTS 
Cover objects play a major role in proper habitat for all streamside 
salamanders.  Salamanders depend upon rocks, logs, leaf packs, roots, and 
other object that lie in or along a stream bank in order to take refuge, forage 
for food, and deposit eggs.  The methodology for monitoring the salamanders 
used in this study is based on this concept.  The creation of refugia bags and 
the placement of rock on rocks both are intended to mimic the salamander’s 
choice habitat.  The effectiveness of these methods in monitoring salamander 
communities provides evidence of the importance of cover objects.   
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The availability of natural cover objects varied among the study and 
reference streams.  As described earlier, Stanley Fork had a very limited 
amount of cover objects.  So few, that establishing the monitoring sites 
was difficult.  Monitoring by refugia bags and rock on rock methodology 
was most likely more affective because of the lack of natural cover objects.  
For instance, not only did more captures occur in the refugia bags than 
during day surveys for Stanley Fork (Figures 1-2), but E. cirrigera eggs 
were also attached to the bottom of a bag at site 2B in March 1999.  During 
the same month E. cirrigera eggs were also discovered in the day survey 
transect on a rock approximately 21 cm in diameter.  There were only a 
combined 16 eggs counted at 2B.  None were seen in the following month.  
See Notes on Salamanders for additional information concerning E. 
cirrigera and the eggs. 
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Figure 1  
Number of salamanders captured at Site 2A (Stanley Fork) using refugia bags 
(b), rock on rock (r), or day survey methodologies. 
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Figure 2  
Number of Salamanders captured at Site 2B (Stanley Fork) using refugia bags 
(b), rock on rock (r), or day survey methodologies. 
In contrast, reference streams had many natural cover objects.  Day 
surveys in these streams were more successful in each of the reference sites 
(4A, 4B, 5A, and 5B) than was the refugia bag methodology.  There were 273 
captures via day survey compared to 174 captures from refugia bags (these 
include recaptures).  Given these results, the lack of cover objects at Stanley 
Fork may hinder the re-colonization of the stream.  This in concert with the 
age of the valley fill, and disturbed riparian area has impacted the salamander 
community in Stanley Fork at the study sites as demonstrated by the 
significantly lower salamander relative abundance compared to those 
communities in Bragg Fork, Sugartree tributary, and Logan tributary.   
FLOW AND VOLUME OF WATER 
While flow and volume of water in the streams were not quantified, 
observations were made throughout the monitoring period.  The flow of water 
was generally constant in Stanley Fork.  The velocity of the flow fluctuated in 
Bragg Fork, but was perceivable throughout the year.  The volume of water in 
both of these streams was greater than in Lavender Fork or either reference 
stream.  Lavender Fork and Sugartree tributary maintain water in the channel 
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throughout the year, but did not appear to have a measurable flow.  Logan 
tributary had no measurable flow for several months and no measurable 
water (for pH and temperature) in four of the nine monitoring months 
(September-November 1998, and June 1999).   
Water conditions at Stanley Fork may be attributed to the stream 
reach emerging directly out of the toe of a valley fill.  The valley fill lacks 
woody vegetation and transfuses water from a watershed with very little 
woody vegetation, outside of plantings.  Given the lack of woody 
vegetation more water percolated through the valley fill.  In addition to the 
lack of transpiration through woody vegetation, evaporation also does not 
affect the stream until it emerges.  Water flows deep in the engineered 
valley fill. Thus, the amount of water in Stanley Fork is greater than the 
amount of water in Bragg Fork, Stanley Fork, or either reference stream 
subject to transpiration and evaporation. 
Observations were made during the dry months of fall in 1998 and 
during the spring and summer months of 1999, a drought year.  The complete 
lack of water in Logan tributary most likely does not represent the stream 
conditions in a year with typical precipitation.  However, the trend of water 
flow and volume for all streams would remain the same.   
Several conditions for the streams may be attributed to the volume and 
flow of water.  For instance, because there was no measurable water during 
the monitoring months 3, 4, 5, and 9 at Logan tributary, the number of 
salamanders captured may have been reduced, particularly during the day 
survey (Figures 2-3).  While numbers of captures in the refugia bags also 
lowered, salamanders continued to be detected in these throughout the dry 
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months.  In all probability this was due to moisture that was retained in and 
under the bags, which were initially positioned in pools, as the rest of the 
stream channel dried.  Salamanders were captured during monitoring months 
3, 4, 5, and 9 in Bragg Fork and Sugartree tributary by both day surveys and 
refugia bags methodology (Figures 5-8).  This further demonstrates that the 
reduction of captures at Logan tributary correlated with and most likely was 
due to the lack of water in that stream.   
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Figure 3  
Number of Salamanders captured at Site 5A (Logan tributary) using refugia 
bags (b), rock on rock (r), or day survey methodologies. 
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Figure 4  
Number of salamanders captured at Site 5B (Logan tributary) using refugia 
bags (b), rock on rock (r), or day survey methodologies. 
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Figure 5  
Number of salamanders captured at Site 1A (Bragg Fork) using refugia bags 
(b), rock on rock (r), or day survey methodologies. 
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Figure 6  
Number of salamanders captured at Site 1B (Bragg Fork) using refugia bags 
(b), rock on rock (r), or day survey methodologies. 
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Figure 7  
Number of salamanders captured at Site 4A (Sugartree tributary) using refugia 
bags (b), rock on rock (r), or day survey methodologies. 
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Figure 8  
Number of salamanders captured at Site 4B (Sugartree tributary) using refugia 
bags (b), rock on rock (r), or day survey methodologies. 
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Because of the low flow conditions in the streams, day surveys were 
also hindered at sites where large amounts of vegetative material such as 
fallen leaves and aquatic vegetation, making it difficult to see the bottom of 
the pools.  For instance, leaves from the fall of 1998 did not break down or 
move out of Lavender Fork during the drought in 1999.  The leaves as well as 
the iron flux, described earlier, hindered the success of the day surveys.  An 
average of 8 individual salamanders were found per month during day 
surveys prior to October 1998 when the leaves fell into the stream, compared 
to an average of 1.2 individuals captured per month in day surveys for the 
remainder of the monitoring period (Figure 9).  Tea strainers and aquarium 
nets were used to seine through the leaves and iron flux to capture 
salamanders.  However, this was not as successful as capturing the 
salamanders by searching pools and under rocks. 
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Figure 9  
Number of salamanders captured at Site 3A (Lavender Fork) using refugia 
bags (b), rock on rock (r), or day survey methodologies. 
 
Bragg Fork, site 1B, also had a large amount of leaves, in addition to 
thick aquatic vegetation that grew in the shallow pond.  The vegetative growth 
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would flush out of the pond occasionally, getting trapped among the rocks 
downstream.  The thick vegetation layer was in the refugia bag and rock on 
rock transects, so the material did not hamper day surveys as it did in 
Lavender Fork.  The vegetation and rocks formed dams pooling water around 
the refugia bags.  This condition may be attributed to the discovery of a 
Pseudotriton r. ruber larva, given that these salamanders typically aggregate 
in stream pools where leaves, bottom debris, and aquatic vegetation are 
abundant (Petranka, 1998).   
UNKNOWN VARIABLES 
In addition to the variables observed in the field and discussed above, 
there may also be unknown variables.  These variables may include 
variations in water chemistry.  Measurements of chemical parameters and 
analysis may result in unseen differences between sites.   
A second unknown is whether other human disturbance, unrelated to 
the mountaintop mining/ valley fill practices, caused an impact to the 
salamander communities.  One possible human disturbance is collection of 
salamanders to use as fishing bait.  As stated earlier, the sediment/treatment 
ponds were converted to stocked fishing ponds.  The inhabitants included 
small mouth bass and sunfish.  Knight and Lee (1968) reported the use of 
salamanders, commonly referred to as spring lizards, as fishing bait.  Given 
this, collection at the sites, which were located near the ponds, is a possibility.  
This possibility may account for the low relative abundance at Site 3B, the 
below pond site at Lavender Fork (Figure 10).  The small mouth bass was 
captured in the pond adjacent to this site.  Most individuals at Site 3B were 
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found in the spring and were larval or small juveniles or subadults.  No adults 
were encountered at this site, further supporting the possibility that 
salamanders were collected for fishing bait.    
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Figure 10  
Number of salamanders captured at Site 3B (Lavender Fork) using refugia 
bags (b), rock on rock (r), or day survey methodologies. 
SUMMARY 
While initially impacted by the placement of valley fills in the streams, 
salamander communities appear to recover over time.  How much time and 
what variables control the initial impact and recovery are questions which 
require additional studies.  Such studies could include: examine communities 
downstream and in seeps to identify impacts to these communities and 
possible origins for future recovery; test individuals from sites for temperature 
and pH change tolerance levels; conduct water chemistry studies beyond 
water pH and temperature; continue monitoring communities; make 
quantitative measurements of riparian area, cover objects, and water flow and 
volume at sites; and study the effects positive and negative of the 
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sediment/treatment pond to the streams over time.  In addition to these 
possible studies, positive step in reclamation and mitigation may be to focus 
on reestablishing streambed and bank, placing cover objects, and planting 
woody vegetation in the riparian zone.  Each of these may allow for the 
recovery of the stream and stream biota, including salamander communities 
in a shorter time period. 
NOTES ON SALAMANDERS 
The objective of the study was to compare relative abundance of 
salamanders found in compare study streams and reference streams in order 
to draw conclusions concerning effects of mountaintop removal and valley fill 
practices.  However, several observations concerning the salamander natural 
history were also made throughout the year (including months not used for 
comparison).  The following section highlights these observations for four of 
the species encountered.  Appendix B presents the entire data set as a 
reference.   
EURYCEA CIRRIGERA (SOUTHERN TWO-LINE SALAMANDER) 
The most abundant salamander captured was E. cirrigera, particularly 
in the larval stage, making up over 50% of all salamanders and age classes 
captured (Table 1). Twenty-four adults were encountered for all months, most 
between October and May, only a few in June, and one in July.    
Overall, the average length of E. cirrigera larvae was 23 mm TL, while 
the smallest measured 13.9 mm TL and the largest measured 63 mm TL.  
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The smallest larvae were found most often in June of 1998 or 1999, indicating 
that these may have been newly hatched.   
Deposited eggs were found as early as March 27, 1999 and as late in 
the year as May 11, 1999 at the study sites (these were attended by a 
female).  In addition, eggs were observed downstream of the reference site in 
Sugartree tributary in late May or early June (Photo 14).  These dates are not 
entirely consistent with other reported egg deposition dates for West Virginia 
populations of E. bislineata (Marcum, 1994) or E. cirrigera (Brophy, 1995), 
with these populations depositing eggs in March and April.  In addition, 
researchers in the southern parts of the species range report similar and 
earlier deposition (Bruce 1988, Richmond 1945, Wood 1953).  However, 
researchers in the northern portion of the species range do report egg 
deposition as late as July (Bauman and Huels, 1982; Bishop, 1941; Weber, 
1928; Wilder, 1924).  
Two gravid females were captured.  One of these was captured in 
February buried beneath the substrate at the stream bottom in a curled 
position.  The second was found in Stanley Fork (stream with the lowest 
salamander abundance) on March 27,1999 and recaptured on May 6, 1999 
approximately 8 meters downstream of the first encountered.  Both times the 
female was utilizing refugia bags.  Between captures the female had lost her 
tail and it had started to regenerate.   
No eggs were found later in May or in June of 1999 at this site (2A).  
However, one larva measuring 14.8 mm TL was found on May 6, 1999 and 
three larvae measuring from 15.8-17.6 mm TL were captured on June 26, 
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1999.  This would indicate that a clutch hatched prior to May 6, 1999.  Also 
during May and June 1999, 3 additional larvae were captured that measured 
from 21 to 27 mm.   
Interestingly, 3 large larvae were captured on March 27, 1999 at site 
2A with SVL of 31.2-32.4 mm (total length was not taken given tail injuries).  
Two of these had reduced gills and adult behaviors (e.g., raising onto legs to 
move), while the third still retained large gills.  All three larvae had 
dorsolateral stripes instead of spots.   
These larger larvae may have been in their fourth summer.  Marcum 
(1994), found that E. bislineata in Tucker County, West Virginia, exhibited four 
sizes classes.  Based on his data, most transformed the 3rd summer (26-27 
months), but some did not transform until the 4th summer (38-39 months).  
The average SVL for the fourth age class was 21.3 mm.  The E. cirrigera 
larvae found in Stanley Fork exceeded that average by 10-11 mm, provides 
evidence that these larval were in their fourth summer.  
Other researchers have found that E. bislineata (Bruce, 1982) and E. 
cirrigera (Brophy, 1995) larval phases were only 1-2 years.  Bruce (1982) 
speculated that the shorter larval phase that he observed could be the result 
of biotic stresses, in particular being preyed upon by Gyrinophilus 
porphyriticus and others with long larval stages.  Brophy (1995) contributed 
the shorter larval period in his study to predation in a pond and warming 
decreasing water sources in a stream.  In addition predation (Bruce, 1982; 
Resetarits, 1991), larval period can also be shortened by over crowding and 
lack of food (Adolph, 1931)    
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The large larvae found in Stanley Fork were more than likely 
unaffected by any of these pressures to transform, further supporting the 
theory that they were in their fourth summer.  For example, the low relative 
abundance in Stanley Fork demonstrated salamander were only beginning to 
re-colonize the stream, thus there was potentially no overcrowding issue.  
The continual stream provided a cool water source for the larval to grow 
before transformation.  In addition, only one Desmognathus monticola and 
one Gyrinophilus porphyriticus duryi was discovered and no fish were 
detected at the site, thus the larval were more than likely not pressured by 
aquatic predators. 
At Site 2A, the entire stream reach above pond was utilized to form the 
monitoring site.  Thus, discovery of these larvae suggests that larvae were living 
in some area of the stream either subsurface or possible below substrate in the 
wetland area.  This would not be unlikely given the strong and continuous 
current of the stream above the wetland.  According to Petranka (1998), larvae 
live in slow moving pools in the stream and unless they are drifting with the 
current, are not found in fast moving water.  This provides further evidence that 
discovery of the larval E. cirrigera in the refugia bag transect, a continuous swift 
current, is due to their emergence from a slower moving pool.  Large 
transforming larvae were not encountered again in May or June.   
Transformation was determined by the absence or reduction of gills, 
behaviors observed in adults (such as supporting their weight on the legs 
opposed to a more serpentine behavior that younger larvae exhibit), and the 
blending of the spots into two lines along the dorsum.  The largest larvae 
captured during the study were those described above in Stanley Fork. The 
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evidence of transformation was clear.  Not only were the larvae larger and spots 
blending, but the larvae were also taking on adult characteristics and behaviors.   
There were small larvae without dorsolateral spots found at Site 1A.  
Instead of spots, two light lines ran the length of their dorsum.  These larvae 
were initially identified as E. cirrigera; however, the size and morphological 
characteristics, and occurrence have been reevaluated and these are now 
being considered Eurycea l. longicauda.  
EURYCEA L. LONGICAUDA (LONG-TAILED SALAMANDER) 
Eurycea l. longicauda was found only at Bragg Fork (Photo 15).  A 
total of 2 adults, 5 juveniles, and 26 larvae were encountered at site 1A and 
1B.  All larvae were found at Site 1A and, as discussed above, distinguished 
from E. cirrigera larvae by the appearance of two light lines instead of a light 
row of spots on the dorsum.  In addition no larvae with these lines were 
found outside of the months between March and June, indicating further that 
these were E. l. longicauda.  According to Petranka (1998), most data 
indicates that E. l. longicauda transforms in their first year and few over 
winter, as do E. cirrigera.   
No gravid females, nor eggs, were encountered during the monitoring 
period.  The adults found were seen after a large rain event.  Four juveniles 
(SVL=31.7-38.9 mm) were found in refugia bags in October and 1 in May of 
the following year.  
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DESMOGNATHUS MONTICOLA (SEAL SALAMANDER) 
Age classes have been broken down into larvae, juvenile, subadult, 
and adult.  In general larvae are those with gills and adults are those largest 
individuals that possess all of the adult morphology.  Juveniles and 
subadults are not as easy to differentiate.  Photo 16 demonstrates the 
variation in size and coloration seen from juvenile to adult.  Photo 16 shows 
salamanders all captured within 50 meters of each other in a stream reach 
in the WesVaco Experimental Research Forest in Randolph County, West 
Virginia (not at the study sites).  The references to juvenile and subadult in 
the database (Appendix B) were determined originally in the field according 
to the morphology of the individuals. Juvenile salamanders were typically 
much smaller and appeared to have the same or similar head to body 
proportions.  Both the larvae and juveniles used their legs for escape, so the 
occurrence gills was used to differentiate between the two age classes.  
Individuals were only considered subadults when they had taken on head 
and body proportions more similar to an adult, in which the body becomes 
robust in comparison to the head.  The head may appear smaller in 
comparison to the body because of the development of large jaw muscles 
(Photo 17), used to forage on larger prey.   
In addition, the juvenile vs. subadult age classes were checked by 
comparing known measure for SVL and TL and determining a reasonable 
breaking point.  SVL was on average 55.5 percent of the TL of a D. monticola 
juvenile and subadult.  Using this figure unmeasured values were calculated.  
Examination of these values confirmed the age class designations shown in 
the database (Appendix B).   
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Gravid females were found 17 July 1998 at site 5A, 22 August 1998 at 
site 2A, and 25 June 1999 at site 5A.  Marcum (1994) found hatching larvae 
in late August in Fernow Experimental Forest, Tucker County, West Virginia.  
Petranka (1998) indicates that hatchlings first appear in September after a 2-
month incubation period.  The gravid females seen in this study during June 
and July are consistent with these researchers findings. Conversely, the 
gravid female found in August was not.  No larvae or juveniles were found at 
site 2A, indicating that the gravid female may have relocated or the nest may 
have been unsuccessful.   
Larvae were found between 19 March 1999 and 02 June 1999.  None 
were encountered later that June, and none had been seen in the previous 
autumn (September, October, or November).  Marcum (1994) also did not 
discover larvae in the months of September and October.  He suggested that 
hatchlings stay protected in the banks near the nest sites for a period of time.  
In addition, Marcum encountered transforming larvae in June 9-10 months 
after discovered a hatching nest.  Other researchers report similar larval 
periods ranging from 8-9 in Kentucky (Juterbock, 1984) to 10-11 in Virginia 
(Organ, 1961).  
DESMOGNATHUS FUSCUS (NORTHERN DUSKY SALAMANDER) 
Three gravid females were captured in June 1999 at two separate sites 
(1A and 5B), and in November 1998 at Site1A.  Given that eggs are 
deposited in hidden areas under rocks, in rotting logs, or in mud cavities in or 
near streams and seeps (Organ, 1961), and the day surveys were limited to 
the wetted area of the streams, no eggs were discovered.   
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Eighty-seven larvae were found between September 1998 and June 6, 
1999.  Observations were made every month except December during this 
time.  Observations were not made in all streams for January and February 
1999, thus these months were not used for comparison.  No larvae were 
found in July or August of 1998.  In addition, none were found in the last 
monitoring session at the end of June 1999.  Instead during this month, 18 
juveniles were captured.  This count was greater than any other month.  This 
would indicate that the larvae began to transform in June, which is consistent 
with Organ (1961), who found transformed D. fuscus in July, August, 
September, and October. 
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APPENDIX A: PHOTOGRAPHS 
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Photo 1  Dense canopy cover at Site 1A. 
 
 
Photo 2  Dense canopy transitions to 
herbaceous growth near pond at Site 1A. 
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Photo 3  Large cover objects characterize Site 1B. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 4  Meandering channel at Site 2A below toe of 
valley fill. 
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Photo 5  Narrow stream at Site 2B, with wetland 
vegetation in bottom. 
 
Photo 6  Canopy cover and cover objects at Site 3A. 
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Photo 7  Canopy cover and cover objects at Site 3B. 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 8  Monitoring  refugia  bag  shown with  iron  oxide 
deposits at Site 3A. 
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Photo 9  Site 4A relatively undisturbed. 
 
Photo 10 Site 4B relatively undisturbed. 
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Photo 11 Site 5A multitude of cover objects, 
located in state park. 
 
Photo 12 Site 5B with multitude of cover objects, 
located in state park. 
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Photo 13 Calipers used to measure Eurycea l. longicauda 
in a photo box. Vent can be seen through clear plastic as 
specimen is held in place with damp sponge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 14 Eurycea  cirrigera  eggs  discovered  outside  of 
study area in Sugartree tributary late May-early June. 
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Photo 15 Eurycea l. longicauda taken at Site 1B. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 16 Desmognathus  monticola  age  classes  from 
juvenile  to  adult.  Two  middle  individuals  beginning  to 
take on adult characteristics. 
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Photo 17 Desmognathus monticolaís head appears small 
compared to robust body and large jaw muscles. 
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APPENDIX B: DATABASE 
The following appendix provides the database for all months during which 
observations and monitoring were made.  This includes months other than the 
nine monitoring months (1-9).  Also included are data from an abandoned 
reference site, referred to as C1, which was dry after the first month.  
Monitoring was delayed until a new reference site, Sugartree tributary, was 
established.  Other abbreviations follow: 
HEADINGS 
Sites: study and reference sites 1A-5B 
Month: Monitoring months 1-9 were those used for comparison 
Date: Actual date of monitoring 
Time: Beginning of monitoring period at each site  
pH: of water  
Temp: of water 
Method: captured resulted from refugia bags (b), rock on rock (r), or day 
survey (ds).   
Spp: Species taken. Ec (Eurycea cirrigera), Df (Desmognathus fuscus), Dm 
(D. monticola), Gpd (Gyrinophilus porphyriticus duryi), El (Eurycea l. 
longicauda), Prr (Pseudotriton r. ruber), Nvv (Notophthalmus 
viridescens viridescens). 
Age: adu (adults), sub (adults), juv (juvenile), larv (larvae). 
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Sex: M (male), F (female) 
SVL: Snout to Vent Length 
TL: Total length 
Mass: Mass of salamanders.  0.1 g was assigned to salamanders weighing 
less than the accuracy of the scales.  
Spots: spots were counted on each larvae.  Results are the average of the 
two dorsal lateral rows. 
Toe: Toe removed for mark recapture. 
Escape: Escaped prior to or during data collection. 
Recapture: Indicates if the current capture data set is for a recaptured 
individual. 
Gravid: Indicates if female was gravid during time of capture. 
 
ID Site #
Month 
# Date Time pH Temp Method Species
Age 
Class Sex SVL TL Mass Spots Toe # Escape Recapture Gravid Comments:
1 1A 0 16-Jun-98 1:15 PM 6.9 14.0 b Df juv 33.4 0.15 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
2 1A 0 16-Jun-98 1:15 PM 6.9 14.0 b Df juv 27.9 0.15 FALSE FALSE FALSE
3 1A 0 16-Jun-98 1:15 PM 6.9 14.0 b Df juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
4 1A 0 16-Jun-98 1:15 PM 6.9 14.0 b Ec larv 19.6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
5 1A 0 16-Jun-98 1:15 PM 6.9 14.0 b Ec larv 20.9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
6 1A 0 16-Jun-98 1:15 PM 6.9 14.0 b Ec larv 17.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
7 1A 0 16-Jun-98 1:15 PM 6.9 14.0 b Ec larv 19.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
8 1A 0 16-Jun-98 1:15 PM 6.9 14.0 ds Ec larv 26.8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
9 1A 0 16-Jun-98 1:15 PM 6.9 14.0 ds Ec larv 19.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
10 1A 0 16-Jun-98 1:15 PM 6.9 14.0 ds Ec larv 17.9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
11 1A 0 16-Jun-98 1:15 PM 6.9 14.0 ds Ec larv 18.7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
12 1B 0 16-Jun-98 3:40 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 38.8 0.25 FALSE FALSE FALSE
13 1B 0 16-Jun-98 3:40 PM 7.3 16.0 b Df juv 31.5 0.15 FALSE FALSE FALSE
14 1B 0 16-Jun-98 3:40 PM 7.3 16.0 b Do juv 38.9 0.4 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
15 1B 0 16-Jun-98 3:40 PM 7.3 16.0 b Gpd larv 45.2 0.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
16 1B 0 16-Jun-98 3:40 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 44.4 0.55 2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
17 1B 0 16-Jun-98 3:40 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 39.4 0.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
18 1B 0 16-Jun-98 3:40 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 36 0.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
19 1B 0 16-Jun-98 3:40 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 14.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE missing tail
20 1B 0 16-Jun-98 3:40 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 20.6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
21 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Dm juv 19.2 0.1 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail missing
22 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Ec larv 18.9 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
23 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Ec larv 21.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
24 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Ec larv 18 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
25 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Dm juv 35.1 0.4 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
26 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Ec larv 16.7 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
27 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Ec larv 17.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
28 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Ec larv 16.2 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
29 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Dm sub 34.9 1.3 5 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
30 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Gpd larv 54.2 85.1 3.3 2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
31 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Dm juv 29.4 0.15 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
32 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Dm juv 27.8 0.15 4 2 & 3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
33 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Dm juv 23.6 0.1 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
34 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Ec larv 20.1 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
35 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Ec larv 18 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
36 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Ec larv 19.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
37 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Ec larv 17.9 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE dead on return
38 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Ec larv 18.7 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
39 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Ec larv 19.9 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
40 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 b Ec larv 19.5 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
41 5A 0 17-Jun-98 12:35 PM 7.1 15.5 r Dm juv 20 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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ID Site #
Month 
# Date Time pH Temp Method Species
Age 
Class Sex SVL TL Mass Spots Toe # Escape Recapture Gravid Comments:
42 5A 0 17-Jun-98 2:50 PM 7.2 15.5 ds Ec adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
43 5A 0 17-Jun-98 2:50 PM 7.2 15.5 ds Dm juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
44 5A 0 17-Jun-98 2:50 PM 7.2 15.5 ds Dm adu F 50.6 2.9 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE gravid
45 5A 0 17-Jun-98 2:50 PM 7.2 15.5 ds Dm juv 26.6 0.1 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
46 5A 0 17-Jun-98 2:50 PM 7.2 15.5 ds Dm juv 28.8 0.1 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
47 5A 0 17-Jun-98 2:50 PM 7.2 15.5 ds Dm juv 28.8 0.1 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
48 5A 0 17-Jun-98 2:50 PM 7.2 15.5 ds Ec larv 18.5 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
49 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Df juv 29.1 0.15 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
50 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 16.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
51 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 16.9 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
52 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 17.8 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
53 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Gpd larv 68.4 1.4 3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
54 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 18 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
55 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 19.5 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
56 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 15.3 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
57 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 19 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
58 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 17.3 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
59 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Dm juv 33.3 0.15 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
60 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Dm juv 30 0.2 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
61 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Dm juv 33 0.1 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
62 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 18.5 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
63 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 b Ec larv 18.6 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
64 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 r Dm juv 26 0.1 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
65 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 r Dm sub 66.7 1.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
66 5B 0 17-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.3 16.0 r Dm sub 68.6 1.3 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
67 5B 0 17-Jun-98 5:45 PM 7.3 16.0 ds Dm sub 41.8 1.65 9 FALSE FALSE FALSE regergitating larvae
68 5B 0 17-Jun-98 5:45 PM 7.3 16.0 ds Dm sub 40.6 1.35 10 FALSE FALSE FALSE
69 5B 0 17-Jun-98 5:45 PM 7.3 16.0 ds Dm juv 26 0.1 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
70 5B 0 17-Jun-98 5:45 PM 7.3 16.0 ds Gpd larv 62.9 0.8 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
71 5B 0 17-Jun-98 5:45 PM 7.3 16.0 ds Dm juv 28.2 0.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
72 5B 0 17-Jun-98 5:45 PM 7.3 16.0 ds Ec juv 24.4 0.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
73 5B 0 17-Jun-98 5:45 PM 7.3 16.0 ds Ec larv 20.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
74 5B 0 17-Jun-98 5:45 PM 7.3 16.0 ds Ec larv 18.3 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
75 2A 0 18-Jun-98 3:30 PM 6.9 14.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE NOTHING
76 2B 0 18-Jun-98 6:15 PM 7.6 17.5 b Gpd larv 48.5 88.3 2.35 FALSE FALSE FALSE
77 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec larv 19.8 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
78 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec larv 21.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
79 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Gpd larv 81.2 2.2 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
80 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec larv 18.9 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
81 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Df juv 23.4 0.15 FALSE FALSE FALSE
82 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec larv 21.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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83 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec larv 20.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
84 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec larv 19.8 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
85 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 r Df juv 35.7 0.2 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
86 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec larv 20.5 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
87 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 r Dm juv 24.8 0.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail broken
88 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec juv 33.5 0.15 FALSE FALSE FALSE
89 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Gpd larv 54.1 0.55 2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
90 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec larv 20.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
91 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec larv 19 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
92 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec larv 18.8 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
93 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec larv 20.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
94 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec larv 19.7 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
95 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 b Ec larv 22.3 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
96 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 ds Dm adu 57.4 4.4 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
97 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 ds Ec larv 19.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
98 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 ds Dm juv 25.8 0.15 3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
99 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 ds Ec larv 30.8 0.15 FALSE FALSE FALSE
100 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 ds Ec larv 19.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
101 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 ds Ec larv 18.8 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
102 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 ds Gpd larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
103 C1 0 23-Jun-98 1:53 PM 7.3 17.0 ds Dm sub TRUE FALSE FALSE
104 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 b Df juv 31.5 0.15 2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
105 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 b Ec larv 14.5 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
106 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 b Ec larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
107 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 b Ec larv 20.2 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
108 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 b Ec larv 21 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
109 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 b Ec larv 18.7 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
110 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 b Df larv 19.9 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
111 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 b Dm sub TRUE FALSE FALSE From on top of bag. Bag 
was not in water.
112 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 b Dm juv 22.3 0.15 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE missing tail
113 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 b Dm juv 24.5 0.15 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
114 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 b Ec larv 21.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
115 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 b Ec larv 20.5 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
116 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 ds Dm adu F 43.6 2.05 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
117 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 ds Ec larv 19.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
118 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 ds Ec larv 24.6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
119 C2 0 23-Jun-98 4:50 PM 7.2 17.0 ds Ec larv 18 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
120 3A 0 24-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.4 15.5 b Dm juv 30.1 0.15 5 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
121 3A 0 24-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.4 15.5 ds Ec larv 43.5 0.3 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
122 3A 0 24-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.4 15.5 ds Ec larv 33.3 0.25 2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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123 3A 0 24-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.4 15.5 ds Ec larv 38.6 0.25 3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
124 3A 0 24-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.4 15.5 ds Ec larv 36.5 0.15 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
125 3A 0 24-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.4 15.5 ds Ec larv 35 FALSE FALSE FALSE
126 3A 0 24-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.4 15.5 ds Ec larv 17.9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
127 3A 0 24-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.4 15.5 ds Ec larv 16.6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
128 3A 0 24-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.4 15.5 ds Ec larv 17.6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
129 3A 0 24-Jun-98 3:45 PM 7.4 15.5 ds Ec larv 18.7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
130 3B 0 24-Jun-98 5:55 PM 8.3 23.0 ds Ec larv 27 FALSE FALSE FALSE
131 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 b Gpd larv 34.9 0.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
132 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 b Ec larv 20.7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
133 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 b Ec larv 18 FALSE FALSE FALSE
134 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 b Dm sub 39.9 1.45 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
135 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 b Dm adu M 52.6 3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
136 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 b Dm juv 28.3 0.15 left leg FALSE FALSE FALSE left hind leg missing, no toe taken
137 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 r Dm sub TRUE FALSE FALSE
138 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 ds Dm juv 36 0.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
139 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 ds Ec larv 19.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
140 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 ds Ec larv 19.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
141 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 ds Ec larv 21.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
142 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 ds Ec larv 17.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
143 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 ds Ec larv 25.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
144 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 ds Ec larv 19.7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
145 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 ds Ec larv 20.7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
146 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 ds Ec larv 20.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
147 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 ds Ec larv 21.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
148 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 ds Ec larv 19 FALSE FALSE FALSE
149 5B 1 21-Jul-98 1:15 PM 6.8 21.0 ds Ec larv 20.8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
150 1A 1 30-Jul-98 12:15 PM 6.7 15.0 b Df juv 35.3 0.2 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
151 1A 1 30-Jul-98 12:15 PM 6.7 15.0 b Df adu 53.4 3.2 2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
152 1A 1 30-Jul-98 12:15 PM 6.7 15.0 b Df juv 44.4 0.3 6 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
153 1A 1 30-Jul-98 12:15 PM 6.7 15.0 b Df adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
154 1A 1 30-Jul-98 12:15 PM 6.7 15.0 r Df adu 48 2.2 3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
155 1A 1 30-Jul-98 12:15 PM 6.7 15.0 r Df sub 38.4 1.05 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
156 1A 1 30-Jul-98 12:15 PM 6.7 15.0 ds Ec larv 27.4 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
157 1A 1 30-Jul-98 12:15 PM 6.7 15.0 ds Ec larv 21.5 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
158 1A 1 30-Jul-98 12:15 PM 6.7 15.0 ds Ec larv 23.2 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
159 1B 1 30-Jul-98 2:50 PM 7.1 17.0 b Df adu 32 0.7 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
160 1B 1 30-Jul-98 2:50 PM 7.1 17.0 b Df adu M 53.2 2.5 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
161 1B 1 30-Jul-98 2:50 PM 7.1 17.0 b El adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
162 1B 1 30-Jul-98 2:50 PM 7.1 17.0 b Df adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
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163 1B 1 30-Jul-98 2:50 PM 7.1 17.0 r El adu 58.1 157.5 3.6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
164 1B 1 30-Jul-98 2:50 PM 7.1 17.0 ds Dm juv 38.2 0.3 6 9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
165 1B 1 30-Jul-98 2:50 PM 7.1 17.0 ds Ec larv 22.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
166 1B 1 30-Jul-98 2:50 PM 7.1 17.0 ds Dm juv 40.7 0.35 4.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
167 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 ds Dm juv 37.6 0.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
168 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 ds Gpd larv 51.1 0.6 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
169 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 ds Ec larv 24.8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
170 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 ds Ec larv 19.7 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
171 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 ds Ec larv 23.8 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
172 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 ds Ec larv 22.2 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
173 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 ds Ec larv 20.1 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
174 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 ds Ec larv 24.6 9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
175 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 ds Ec larv 17.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
176 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 ds Ec larv 21.9 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
177 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 ds Ec larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
178 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 ds Gpd larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
179 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 b Dm TRUE FALSE FALSE
180 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 b Dm juv 33.3 0.15 4.5 10-50foot FALSE FALSE FALSE
181 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 b Dm sub TRUE FALSE FALSE
182 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 b Df sub 39.2 1.25 11 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
183 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 b Dm juv 37.8 0.2 4 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
184 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 b Dm sub TRUE FALSE FALSE
185 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 b Gpd larv 45.2 69.3 1.4 30 FALSE FALSE FALSE toe 20 is short
186 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 r Dm adu 41.1 9 FALSE FALSE FALSE body scarred and tail 
missing
187 5A 1 31-Jul-98 10:30 AM 7.0 19.0 r Dm adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
188 3A 1 31-Jul-98 3:20 PM 7.1 16.5 b Df adu M 59 4.3 2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
189 3A 1 31-Jul-98 3:20 PM 7.1 16.5 b Ec larv 19 FALSE FALSE FALSE
190 3A 1 31-Jul-98 3:20 PM 7.1 16.5 ds Ec larv 19.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
191 3A 1 31-Jul-98 3:20 PM 7.1 16.5 ds Ec larv 20.6 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
192 3A 1 31-Jul-98 3:20 PM 7.1 16.5 ds Ec larv 20 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
193 3A 1 31-Jul-98 3:20 PM 7.1 16.5 ds Ec larv 18.6 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
194 3A 1 31-Jul-98 3:20 PM 7.1 16.5 ds Ec larv 21.5 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
195 3A 1 31-Jul-98 3:20 PM 7.1 16.5 ds Ec larv 17.1 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
196 3A 1 31-Jul-98 3:20 PM 7.1 16.5 ds Ec larv 15.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
197 3B 1 31-Jul-98 5:20 PM 7.9 23.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE NOTHING
198 2A 1 01-Aug-98 10:35 AM 6.6 15.0 b Ec larv 35.3 0.15 FALSE FALSE FALSE
199 2B 1 01-Aug-98 12:05 PM 7.2 18.0 FALSE FALSE FALSE NOTHING
200 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 b Ec larv 18.5 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
201 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 b Dm sub F 45.2 1.55 11 FALSE FALSE FALSE
202 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 b Ec larv 20.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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203 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 b Ec larv 19 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
204 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 b Dm sub 37.7 1.45 20 FALSE FALSE FALSE
205 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 b Ec larv 21.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
206 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 b Ec larv 20.1 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
207 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 ds Gpd larv 35.6 62 0.9 11 FALSE FALSE FALSE
208 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 ds Ec larv 20.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
209 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 ds Ec larv 20.5 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
210 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 ds Ec larv 22.8 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
211 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 ds Ec larv 18.9 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
212 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 ds Ec larv 20.2 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
213 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 ds Ec larv 18.9 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
214 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 ds Ec larv 20.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
215 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 ds Ec larv 20.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
216 4B 1 01-Aug-98 2:45 PM 7.1 20.0 ds Ec larv 21.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
217 4A 1 22-Jul-98 11:30 AM 6.9 20.5 ds Ec larv 15.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
218 4A 1 22-Jul-98 11:30 AM 6.9 20.5 ds Ec larv 15.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
219 4A 1 22-Jul-98 11:30 AM 6.9 20.5 ds Ec larv 17.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
220 4A 1 22-Jul-98 11:30 AM 6.9 20.5 b Gpd larv 37.2 0.15 FALSE FALSE FALSE
221 4A 1 22-Jul-98 11:30 AM 6.9 20.5 b Ec larv 18.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
222 4A 1 22-Jul-98 11:30 AM 6.9 20.5 b Ec larv 21.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
223 4A 1 22-Jul-98 11:30 AM 6.9 20.5 b Ec larv 19.3 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
224 4A 1 22-Jul-98 11:30 AM 6.9 20.5 b Ec larv 19 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
225 2B 2 19-Aug-98 4:50 PM 7.7 18.0 b Dm sub F 43 1.75 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
226 1A 2 20-Aug-98 11:20 AM 6.8 14.5 b Df adu M 50.9 3.4 11 FALSE FALSE FALSE
227 1A 2 20-Aug-98 11:20 AM 6.8 14.5 b Df adu F 47.3 2.3 10 FALSE FALSE FALSE
228 1A 2 20-Aug-98 11:20 AM 6.8 14.5 b Df adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
229 1A 2 20-Aug-98 11:20 AM 6.8 14.5 r Df juv 42.1 TRUE FALSE FALSE
230 1A 2 20-Aug-98 11:20 AM 6.8 14.5 ds Ec larv 28.6 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
231 1A 2 20-Aug-98 11:20 AM 6.8 14.5 ds Ec larv 23.6 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
232 1A 2 20-Aug-98 11:20 AM 6.8 14.5 ds Ec larv 23 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
233 1A 2 20-Aug-98 11:20 AM 6.8 14.5 ds Ec larv 26.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
234 1A 2 20-Aug-98 11:20 AM 6.8 14.5 ds Ec larv 20.5 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
235 1A 2 20-Aug-98 11:20 AM 6.8 14.5 ds Ec larv 14.8 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
236 1B 2 20-Aug-98 1:15 PM 7.3 16.5 ds Ec larv 32.2 9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
237 1B 2 20-Aug-98 1:15 PM 7.3 16.5 ds Ec larv 20.5 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
238 1B 2 20-Aug-98 1:15 PM 7.3 16.5 ds Ec larv 33.2 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
239 1B 2 20-Aug-98 1:15 PM 7.3 16.5 ds Ec larv 25.2 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
240 1B 2 20-Aug-98 1:15 PM 7.3 16.5 ds Ec larv 29.8 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
241 1B 2 20-Aug-98 1:15 PM 7.3 16.5 ds Ec larv 20.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
242 3A 2 20-Aug-98 4:15 PM 7.1 16.0 b Df sub F 41.9 1.65 3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
243 3A 2 20-Aug-98 4:15 PM 7.1 16.0 b Df adu M 51.8 2.8 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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244 3A 2 20-Aug-98 4:15 PM 7.1 16.0 ds Df adu F 48.2 2.7 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE tip of tail missing
245 3A 2 20-Aug-98 4:15 PM 7.1 16.0 ds Df adu M 49.4 2.3 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
246 3A 2 20-Aug-98 4:15 PM 7.1 16.0 ds Ec larv 23.4 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
247 3A 2 20-Aug-98 4:15 PM 7.1 16.0 ds Ec larv 21.9 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
248 3A 2 20-Aug-98 4:15 PM 7.1 16.0 ds Ec larv 25 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
249 3A 2 20-Aug-98 4:15 PM 7.1 16.0 ds Ec larv 20.9 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
250 3A 2 20-Aug-98 4:15 PM 7.1 16.0 ds Ec larv 27.4 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
251 3A 2 20-Aug-98 4:15 PM 7.1 16.0 ds Ec larv 20.6 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
252 3A 2 20-Aug-98 4:15 PM 7.1 16.0 ds Ec larv 17.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE tip of tail missing
253 3B 2 20-Aug-98 6:25 PM 8.1 23.0 ds Ec larv FALSE FALSE FALSE
254 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Dm juv 45.6 0.3 4.5 12 FALSE FALSE FALSE
255 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Dm juv 40.7 0.2 4 13 FALSE FALSE FALSE
256 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Dm juv 35.5 0.15 5 14 FALSE FALSE FALSE 4 and 6 spots
257 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv 20 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tip of tail
258 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv 25.1 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
259 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv 26.1 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
260 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv 19.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
261 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv 22.6 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
262 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv 22 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
263 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv 20.6 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
264 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv 21.9 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
265 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv 20.2 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
266 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv 22.6 8.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
267 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv 24.1 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
268 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv 19.2 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
269 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv 23.7 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
270 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
271 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 ds Ec larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
272 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 b Dm adu F 52.7 3.3 15 FALSE FALSE FALSE
273 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 b Dm adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
274 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 r Dm adu F 46.5 1.9 9 FALSE TRUE FALSE tail regrowing and scars healing
275 5A 2 22-Aug-98 10:45 AM 6.7 19.0 r Dm sub 36.6 63.4 0.95 16 FALSE FALSE FALSE blending
276 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 b Dm adu M 59.7 4.4 17 FALSE FALSE FALSE
277 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 b Dm sub 25.6 35.8 5 18 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail regrowing
278 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 b Dm adu F 49.6 2.1 19 FALSE FALSE FALSE growing a new tail
279 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 b Ec larv 21.9 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
280 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 b Dm adu 40.5 1.7 25 FALSE FALSE FALSE blending
281 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
282 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds TRUE FALSE FALSE
283 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Dm juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
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284 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Dm adu F 53 2.8 21 FALSE FALSE FALSE
285 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 23.8 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
286 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 24 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
287 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 21.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
288 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 19.5 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
289 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 24.2 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
290 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 19.5 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
291 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 25.1 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
292 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 25.6 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
293 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 24.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
294 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 25 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
295 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 21.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
296 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 20.2 8.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
297 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 24.6 9.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
298 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 24.3 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE 7 and 9 spots
299 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 24.8 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
300 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 21.7 10 FALSE FALSE FALSE
301 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 23.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
302 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 19.5 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
303 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 24.6 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
304 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 18.6 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
305 5B 2 22-Aug-98 12:25 PM 6.8 19.5 ds Ec larv 18.9 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
306 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
307 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 19.2 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
308 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 22.4 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
309 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 21 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
310 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 19.7 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
311 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 20.3 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
312 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 16.8 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
313 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 22.3 7.8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
314 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 18.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
315 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 b Ec larv 18.5 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
316 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 b Ec larv 21 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
317 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 b Gpd sub 59 96.4 2.8 12 FALSE FALSE FALSE
318 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 b Gpd larv 39 0.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
319 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 b Gpd larv 35.5 0.25 FALSE FALSE FALSE
320 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 b Gpd larv 25.7 0.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail broken off
321 4A 2 22-Aug-98 4:15 PM 6.5 20.0 b Ec larv 19.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
322 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 b Ec larv 21.1 8.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
323 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 b Ec larv 20.5 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
324 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 b Dm adu 37.6 1.15 6 21 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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325 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 b Ec larv 21.4 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
326 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 b Ec larv 24.7 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
327 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 b Ec larv 21.1 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
328 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 b Ec larv 21.8 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
329 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 b Ec larv 21.8 9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
330 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 b Df adu F 44.1 2.5 22 FALSE FALSE FALSE
331 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 b Ec larv 25.9 9.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
332 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 b Ec larv 21.9 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
333 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 b Ec larv 22 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tip of tail
334 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Gpd larv 29.2 58.6 0.55 FALSE FALSE FALSE
335 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 24.3 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
336 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 22.4 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
337 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 17.9 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
338 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 23.4 8.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
339 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 24.1 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
340 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 22.5 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
341 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 19.5 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
342 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 21.1 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
343 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 18.9 7.8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
344 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 17.9 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
345 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 22.2 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
346 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 21.4 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
347 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 19.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
348 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 21.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
349 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 20.5 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
350 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 20.7 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
351 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 19.6 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
352 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 17.1 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE 7-9 spots
353 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 18.2 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
354 4B 2 22-Aug-98 5:35 PM 6.5 20.0 ds Ec larv 15.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
355 2A 2 22-Aug-98 7:25 PM 6.6 14.5 b Dm adu F 60.6 4.8 1 FALSE FALSE TRUE gravid
356 1A 3 26-Sep-98 1:20 PM 6.7 15.0 b Df sub 34 0.8 11 FALSE FALSE FALSE
357 1A 3 26-Sep-98 1:20 PM 6.7 15.0 b Df adu F 57.5 4 22 FALSE FALSE FALSE
358 1A 3 26-Sep-98 1:20 PM 6.7 15.0 ds Ec larv 23.4 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
359 1A 3 26-Sep-98 1:20 PM 6.7 15.0 ds Df larv 22.2 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
360 1A 3 26-Sep-98 1:20 PM 6.7 15.0 ds Df larv 21.8 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
361 1B 3 26-Sep-98 2:45 PM 6.9 17.5 ds FALSE FALSE FALSE NOTHING
362 3B 3 26-Sep-98 3:50 PM 7.5 22.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE NOTHING
363 3A 3 26-Sep-98 4:45 PM 6.9 17.0 ds Ec larv 27.8 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
364 3A 3 26-Sep-98 4:45 PM 6.9 17.0 ds Ec larv 25.2 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
365 3A 3 26-Sep-98 4:45 PM 6.9 17.0 ds Ec larv 26.6 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE DOR
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366 3A 3 26-Sep-98 4:45 PM 6.9 17.0 ds Ec larv 22.3 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
367 3A 3 26-Sep-98 4:45 PM 6.9 17.0 ds Ec larv 21.2 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE DOR
368 3A 3 26-Sep-98 4:45 PM 6.9 17.0 ds Ec larv 22.6 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
369 3A 3 26-Sep-98 4:45 PM 6.9 17.0 ds Ec larv 21.8 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
370 3A 3 26-Sep-98 4:45 PM 6.9 17.0 ds Ec larv 22.1 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
371 5A 3 27-Sep-98 10:00 AM b Dm sub M 43.9 1.75 22 FALSE FALSE FALSE
372 5A 3 27-Sep-98 10:00 AM b Dm sub F 47.4 2.1 23 FALSE FALSE FALSE
373 5A 3 27-Sep-98 10:00 AM b Dm juv 54 0.4 24 FALSE FALSE FALSE
374 5A 3 27-Sep-98 10:00 AM b Df juv 17 0.1 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
375 5A 3 27-Sep-98 10:00 AM r Dm sub F 46.9 2 9 FALSE TRUE FALSE tail regrowing and scar is just discoloration
376 5A 3 27-Sep-98 10:00 AM r Dm sub 41.7 1.3 16 FALSE TRUE FALSE
377 5B 3 27-Sep-98 11:40 AM b Df sub 46.8 1.85 31 FALSE FALSE FALSE
378 5B 3 27-Sep-98 11:40 AM b Df juv 24.7 50.4 0.2 30,3,4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
379 5B 3 27-Sep-98 11:40 AM b Dm adu 59.9 4.1 17 FALSE TRUE FALSE tail regrowing
380 2A 3 27-Sep-98 3:40 PM 7.0 15.0 FALSE FALSE FALSE NOTHING
381 2B 3 27-Sep-98 4:30 PM 7.6 18.0 FALSE FALSE FALSE
Bullfrog (43.2 mm) and 
Red eft (35.7 mm) 4-5 
spots
383 4A 3 27-Sep-98 5:30 PM 6.6 19.5 ds Ec larv 18.9 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
384 4A 3 27-Sep-98 5:30 PM 6.6 19.5 ds Ec larv 19.5 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
385 4A 3 27-Sep-98 5:30 PM 6.6 19.5 ds Ec larv 28.8 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE blending
386 4A 3 27-Sep-98 5:30 PM 6.6 19.5 ds Ec larv 21.7 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
387 4A 3 27-Sep-98 5:30 PM 6.6 19.5 ds Ec larv 22.9 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
388 4A 3 27-Sep-98 5:30 PM 6.6 19.5 b Gpd adu 58.4 93.1 2.8 12 FALSE FALSE FALSE
389 4A 3 27-Sep-98 5:30 PM 6.6 19.5 b Dm juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
390 4A 3 27-Sep-98 5:30 PM 6.6 19.5 b Gpd larv 40.6 69 1 13 FALSE FALSE FALSE
391 4B 3 27-Sep-98 6:35 PM 6.5 19.5 ds Df adu 47.1 1.8 12 FALSE FALSE FALSE
392 4B 3 27-Sep-98 6:35 PM 6.5 19.5 ds Ec larv 25.5 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
393 4B 3 27-Sep-98 6:35 PM 6.5 19.5 ds Ec larv 20.6 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
394 4B 3 27-Sep-98 6:35 PM 6.5 19.5 ds Ec larv 20.1 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
395 4B 3 27-Sep-98 6:35 PM 6.5 19.5 ds Ec larv 22.8 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
396 4B 3 27-Sep-98 6:35 PM 6.5 19.5 ds Dm juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
397 4B 3 27-Sep-98 6:35 PM 6.5 19.5 r Dm juv 40.8 0.3 5 13 FALSE FALSE FALSE
398 4B 3 27-Sep-98 6:35 PM 6.5 19.5 b Ec larv 20.1 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
399 4B 3 27-Sep-98 6:35 PM 6.5 19.5 b Ec larv 21 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
400 5A 4 24-Oct-98 11:45 AM b Ec larv 24.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
401 5A 4 24-Oct-98 11:45 AM b Gpd larv 32.7 55.7 0.6 3 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
402 5B 4 24-Oct-98 12:15 PM b Ec adu 32.6 0.35 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
403 4A 4 24-Oct-98 3:05 PM 5.6 9.5 ds Ec larv 21.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
404 4A 4 24-Oct-98 3:05 PM 5.6 9.5 b Ec larv 19.3 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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405 4A 4 24-Oct-98 3:05 PM 5.6 9.5 b Ec larv 21 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
406 4A 4 24-Oct-98 3:05 PM 5.6 9.5 b Ec larv 21.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
407 3A 4 25-Oct-98 9:30 AM 7.6 12.5 ds Ec larv 20.4 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
hampered by dense leaf 
cover, Bullfrog and 
Greenfrog juvs found at 
site under rocks
408 3B 4 25-Oct-98 10:30 AM 8.2 10.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE NOTHING
409 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 b Df larv 24.5 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
410 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 b Df larv 23 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
411 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 b Df larv 21 FALSE FALSE FALSE DOA
412 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 b Df larv 24.1 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
413 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 b Df larv 21.2 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
414 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 b El juv 34.5 0.8 3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
415 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 b Nv adu M 47.5 3 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
416 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 b El juv 38.9 1.1 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
417 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 b El juv 31.7 0.5 20 FALSE FALSE FALSE
418 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 r D TRUE FALSE FALSE
419 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 r El adu 31.8 0.6 21 FALSE FALSE FALSE
420 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 ds Df larv FALSE FALSE FALSE collected to verify
421 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 ds Df larv FALSE FALSE FALSE collected to verify
422 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 ds Df larv 24.2 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
423 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 ds Df larv 23.6 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
424 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 ds Df larv 23 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
425 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 ds Df larv 17.5 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
426 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 ds Df larv 28.3 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
427 1A 4 25-Oct-98 11:50 AM 7.6 13.5 ds Df larv 21.2 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
428 1B 4 25-Oct-98 1:10 PM 8.0 13.5 r D TRUE FALSE FALSE
429 1B 4 25-Oct-98 1:10 PM 8.0 13.5 ds Df larv 24.6 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
430 1B 4 25-Oct-98 1:10 PM 8.0 13.5 ds Ec larv 32.6 FALSE FALSE FALSE blending
431 2A 4 25-Oct-98 3:45 PM 7.3 14.0 b Ec adu 41.4 1.45 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
432 2A 4 25-Oct-98 3:45 PM 7.3 14.0 r Ec adu 38.7 1.05 2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
433 2B 4 25-Oct-98 4:45 PM 8.1 12.0 b Df larv 23.4 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
434 2B 4 25-Oct-98 4:45 PM 8.1 12.0 b Ec larv 48.6 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
435 4B 4 30-Oct-98 4:25 PM 5.6 12.0 b Dm sub 28.9 51.8 0.45 5.5 14 FALSE FALSE FALSE
436 4B 4 30-Oct-98 4:25 PM 5.6 12.0 r Dm juv 32.8 0.65 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail broken
437 4B 4 30-Oct-98 4:25 PM 5.6 12.0 b Ec larv 24.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
438 4B 4 30-Oct-98 4:25 PM 5.6 12.0 ds Ec larv 27.8 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
439 4B 4 30-Oct-98 4:25 PM 5.6 12.0 ds Ec larv 25.1 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
440 4B 4 30-Oct-98 4:25 PM 5.6 12.0 ds Ec larv 28.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
441 4B 4 30-Oct-98 4:25 PM 5.6 12.0 ds Ec larv 19.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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442 4B 4 30-Oct-98 4:25 PM 5.6 12.0 ds Ec larv 24.9 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
443 4B 4 30-Oct-98 4:25 PM 5.6 12.0 ds Gpd larv 36.6 65.3 0.9 14 FALSE FALSE FALSE
444 5A 5 14-Nov-98 10:39 AM b Df larv 22.1 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
445 5A 5 14-Nov-98 10:39 AM b Df larv 20.5 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
446 5A 5 14-Nov-98 10:39 AM b Df larv 19.7 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
447 5A 5 14-Nov-98 10:39 AM r Ec adu 28.5 0.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
448 5A 5 14-Nov-98 10:39 AM r Df sub 28.5 54.9 0.45 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
449 5B 5 14-Nov-98 11:15 AM b Df sub 30.1 0.7 27 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
450 3A 5 15-Nov-98 1:05 PM 7.6 13.0 FALSE FALSE FALSE NOTHING Benthics 
collected
451 3B 5 15-Nov-98 3:30 PM 8.3 9.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE NOTHING Benthics 
collected
452 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 b Df larv 22.2 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
453 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 b Df adu F 55.6 4.1 22 FALSE FALSE TRUE gravid
454 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 b Df adu M 55.2 3.6 23 FALSE FALSE FALSE tip of tail regrowing
455 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 b Df larv 15.9 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
456 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 ds Df larv 30.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
457 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 ds Df larv 26 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
458 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 ds Df larv 24.1 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
459 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 ds Df larv 22.3 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
460 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 ds Df larv 28.3 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
461 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 ds Df larv 21 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
462 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 ds Df larv 29.7 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
463 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 ds Df larv 21.6 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
464 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 ds Df larv 21.9 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
465 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 ds Df larv 24.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
466 1A 5 16-Nov-98 12:09 PM 7.8 13.5 ds Df larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
467 2A 5 20-Nov-98 12:00 PM 7.5 13.5 b Ec larv 55.5 0.55 6 3 FALSE FALSE FALSE blending
468 2B 5 20-Nov-98 1:00 PM 8.1 12.0 b Ec larv FALSE FALSE FALSE NOTHING
469 4A 5 20-Nov-98 2:30 PM 5.6 9.5 ds Ec larv 21.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
470 4A 5 20-Nov-98 2:30 PM 5.6 9.5 ds Ec larv 22.8 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
471 4A 5 20-Nov-98 2:30 PM 5.6 9.5 ds Ec larv 25 8.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
472 4B 5 20-Nov-98 3:25 PM 5.5 9.5 b Ec larv 25.4 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
473 4B 5 20-Nov-98 3:25 PM 5.5 9.5 b Df larv 21.8 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
474 4B 5 20-Nov-98 3:25 PM 5.5 9.5 ds Df larv 20 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
475 4B 5 20-Nov-98 3:25 PM 5.5 9.5 ds Df larv 22.1 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
476 4B 5 20-Nov-98 3:25 PM 5.5 9.5 ds Ec larv 25.1 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
477 4B 5 20-Nov-98 3:25 PM 5.5 9.5 ds Ec larv 24.8 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
478 1B 5 23-Nov-98 1:30 PM 8.0 11.5 ds Ec larv 31.5 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE blending
479 1B 5 23-Nov-98 1:30 PM 8.0 11.5 ds Df larv 30.8 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
480 1B 5 23-Nov-98 1:30 PM 8.0 11.5 ds Df larv 31 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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481 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 ds Dm adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
482 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 ds Dm juv 21.5 40.5 0.5 4 28,30 FALSE FALSE FALSE
483 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 ds Ec larv 19.1 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE no tail
484 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Df larv 23.5 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
485 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Dm sub 39.5 1.5 29 FALSE FALSE FALSE
486 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Df larv 22.2 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
487 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Df larv 15.1 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail broken
488 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Df larv 21.9 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
489 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Ec larv 25.5 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
490 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Gpd larv 36.4 61.8 0.85 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
491 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Df larv 24.3 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
492 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Df larv 20.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
493 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Df larv 21.7 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
494 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Df larv 16.7 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
495 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Df larv 25.2 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
496 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Df larv 19 FALSE FALSE FALSE
497 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Ec larv 29.7 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
498 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Gpd larv 26.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
499 5A 20 19-Jan-99 12:30 PM 7.2 7.1 b Gpd larv 29.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
500 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 b Df juv 23.9 46.8 0.25 4.5 32 FALSE FALSE FALSE
501 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 b Gpd larv 26 0.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
502 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 b Gpd larv 30 0.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
503 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 b Gpd larv 26 0.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
504 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 b Df adu M 66.6 6 33 FALSE FALSE FALSE
505 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 b Df sub 28.9 0.65 34 FALSE FALSE FALSE
506 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 b Df larv 25.1 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
507 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 b Df larv 18.2 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
508 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 b Df larv 19 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
509 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 b Df larv 23.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
510 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 r Dm sub TRUE FALSE FALSE
511 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 ds Dm juv 27 48.1 0.8 5 35 FALSE FALSE FALSE
512 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 ds Df adu 45.4 2.6 36 FALSE FALSE FALSE
513 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 ds Dm adu 62.7 4 37 FALSE FALSE FALSE injured
514 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 ds Ec larv 34.9 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
515 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 ds Ec larv 27.7 9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
516 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 ds Ec larv 36 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
517 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 ds Ec larv 31.8 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
518 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 ds Ec larv 20.9 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
519 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 ds Ec larv 29.2 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
520 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 ds Ec larv 22.8 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE tip tail broken
521 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 ds Df larv 24.7 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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522 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 ds Df larv 26.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
523 5B 20 06-Feb-99 10:00 AM 7.3 7.0 ds Df larv 24.6 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
524 4B 20 06-Feb-99 2:20 PM 7.1 7.5 b Df larv 17.8 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
525 4B 20 06-Feb-99 2:20 PM 7.1 7.5 ds Ec larv 23 9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
526 4B 20 06-Feb-99 2:20 PM 7.1 7.5 ds Ec larv 23.5 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
527 4B 20 06-Feb-99 2:20 PM 7.1 7.5 ds Ec larv 26.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
528 4B 20 06-Feb-99 2:20 PM 7.1 7.5 ds Ec larv 28.2 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
529 4B 20 06-Feb-99 2:20 PM 7.1 7.5 ds Ec larv 26.9 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
530 4A 20 06-Feb-99 3:30 PM 7.0 8.0 ds Dm adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
531 4B 20 06-Feb-99 2:20 PM 7.1 7.5 ds Ec larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
532 4A 20 06-Feb-99 3:30 PM 7.0 8.0 ds Gpd larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
533 4A 20 06-Feb-99 3:30 PM 7.0 8.0 ds Ec larv 27 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
534 4A 20 06-Feb-99 3:30 PM 7.0 8.0 ds Ec larv 23 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
535 4A 20 06-Feb-99 3:30 PM 7.0 8.0 ds Ec adu F 39.9 1.1 4 FALSE FALSE TRUE gravid female buried in 
substrate
536 4A 20 06-Feb-99 3:30 PM 7.0 8.0 b Df larv 22 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
537 4A 20 06-Feb-99 3:30 PM 7.0 8.0 b Ec larv 27 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
538 4A 20 06-Feb-99 3:30 PM 7.0 8.0 b Gpd larv 32.3 0.15 FALSE FALSE FALSE
539 5A 6 19-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.2 7.5 ds D sub TRUE FALSE FALSE unknown species
540 5A 6 19-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.2 7.5 ds D sub TRUE FALSE FALSE unknown speciec
541 5A 6 19-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.2 7.5 ds Dm larv 23.7 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE DOR
542 5A 6 19-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.2 7.5 b Gpd larv 42.9 78 1.75 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
543 5A 6 19-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.2 7.5 b D juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
544 5A 6 19-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.2 7.5 b Dm juv 28.5 0.5 5 40 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
545 5A 6 19-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.2 7.5 b Dm larv 23.8 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
546 5A 6 19-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.2 7.5 b Dm larv 22.6 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
547 5A 6 19-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.2 7.5 b Df larv 25.7 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
548 5A 6 19-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.2 7.5 b Df larv 20.5 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE tip of tail broken
549 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 b Dm juv 26 48.2 4.5 32 FALSE TRUE FALSE recapture from Feb 1999
550 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 b Dm larv 24.4 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
551 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 b Gpd larv 26.1 40.4 0.1 10 FALSE FALSE FALSE
552 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 b Df adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
553 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 b Dm adu 43.2 2 50 FALSE FALSE FALSE hurt right front limb
554 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 b Df larv 26.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
555 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 b Df larv 25.4 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
556 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 b Dm juv 24.1 0.6 4 52 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail broken
557 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 b Ec larv 25.8 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
558 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 r Dm adu F 44 2 41 FALSE FALSE FALSE
559 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds Gpd larv 56.9 102.3 30 FALSE FALSE FALSE
560 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds Gpd larv 50.3 85.2 2.25 20 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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561 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds Gpd larv 30.1 0.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
562 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds Ec larv 36.4 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
563 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds Ec larv 29 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
564 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds Ec larv 31.6 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
565 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds Ec larv 25.8 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
566 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds D TRUE FALSE FALSE unknown species
567 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds Df adu 48.6 2.1 42 FALSE FALSE FALSE
568 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds Df larv 28.1 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
569 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds Df larv 25.2 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
570 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds Dm larv 17.1 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
571 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds Dm larv 15.7 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
572 5B 6 19-Mar-99 2:55 PM 7.2 8.0 ds Df larv 22.1 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
573 3A 6 20-Mar-99 11:55 AM 7.4 12.5 b Gpd larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
574 3A 6 20-Mar-99 11:55 AM 7.4 12.5 r FALSE FALSE FALSE unknown salamander
575 3B 6 20-Mar-99 1:50 PM 8.3 12.5 ds Df adu M 60.7 4.7 10 FALSE FALSE FALSE
576 3B 6 20-Mar-99 1:50 PM 8.3 12.5 ds Df larv 33.8 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
577 3B 6 20-Mar-99 1:50 PM 8.3 12.5 ds Ec larv 41.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
578 3B 6 20-Mar-99 1:50 PM 8.3 12.5 ds Df larv 32.5 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
579 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 b Df sub 37.2 68.1 1 30 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
580 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 b Df sub 30.3 59.8 1 40 FALSE FALSE FALSE
581 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 r Df sub TRUE FALSE FALSE approximate size SVL 30-40mm
582 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 r Df juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
583 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 r Ec adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
584 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 r Ec adu 28.6 0.7 10 FALSE FALSE FALSE
585 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Ec juv 30.3 60 0.3 20 FALSE FALSE FALSE
586 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Ec larv 28 58.6 0.4 30,40 FALSE FALSE FALSE
587 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Ec juv 29.9 59.5 0.5 50 FALSE FALSE FALSE
588 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Ec larv 30.9 63 0.7 11 FALSE FALSE FALSE
589 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Ec larv 19.9 FALSE FALSE FALSE 2 light lines on back
590 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Ec larv 38 0.15 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tip of tail
591 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Df larv 31.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
592 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Ec larv 19 FALSE FALSE FALSE 2 light lines on back
593 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Gpd larv 28 FALSE FALSE FALSE
594 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Df larv 30.7 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
595 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Df larv 32.8 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
596 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Ec larv 19.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE 2 light lines on back
597 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Ec larv 19.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE 2 light lines on back
598 1A 6 21-Mar-99 11:30 AM 7.8 11.0 ds Df larv 27.3 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
599 1B 6 21-Mar-99 3:45 PM 8.1 11.5 b Df larv 35.7 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
600 1B 6 21-Mar-99 3:45 PM 8.1 11.5 ds Df larv 37.7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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601 1B 6 21-Mar-99 3:45 PM 8.1 11.5 ds Df larv 38.7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
602 1B 6 21-Mar-99 3:45 PM 8.1 11.5 ds Df larv 21.8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
603 1B 6 21-Mar-99 3:45 PM 8.1 11.5 ds Ec larv 26.8 47.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
604 1B 6 21-Mar-99 3:45 PM 8.1 11.5 ds Ec adu M 41.1 1 22 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail regrowing
605 1B 6 21-Mar-99 3:45 PM 8.1 11.5 ds Ec larv 40.9 0.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE tip of tail missing, spots blending
606 4A 6 27-Mar-99 10:15 AM 7.3 5.5 ds Ec larv 25.4 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
607 4A 6 27-Mar-99 10:15 AM 7.3 5.5 ds Ec larv 25.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
608 4A 6 27-Mar-99 10:15 AM 7.3 5.5 ds Ec larv 24.8 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
609 4A 6 27-Mar-99 10:15 AM 7.3 5.5 ds Dm larv 27.3 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
610 4A 6 27-Mar-99 10:15 AM 7.3 5.5 ds Ec larv 23.6 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
611 4A 6 27-Mar-99 10:15 AM 7.3 5.5 ds Gpd larv 33.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
612 4B 6 27-Mar-99 11:56 AM 7.2 7.0 b Ec larv 21.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tip of tail
613 4B 6 27-Mar-99 11:56 AM 7.2 7.0 b Dm larv 26.6 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
614 4B 6 27-Mar-99 11:56 AM 7.2 7.0 ds Ec adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
615 4B 6 27-Mar-99 11:56 AM 7.2 7.0 ds Ec larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
616 4B 6 27-Mar-99 11:56 AM 7.2 7.0 ds Ec larv 32.7 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
617 4B 6 27-Mar-99 11:56 AM 7.2 7.0 ds Ec larv 29.9 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
618 4B 6 27-Mar-99 11:56 AM 7.2 7.0 ds Ec larv 29.3 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
619 4B 6 27-Mar-99 11:56 AM 7.2 7.0 ds Ec larv 26.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
620 4B 6 27-Mar-99 11:56 AM 7.2 7.0 ds Ec larv 29.5 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
621 4B 6 27-Mar-99 11:56 AM 7.2 7.0 ds Ec larv 27.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
622 4B 6 27-Mar-99 11:56 AM 7.2 7.0 ds Dm larv 20.4 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
623 2B 6 27-Mar-99 3:10 PM 7.9 13.5 b Ec adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
624 2B 6 27-Mar-99 3:10 PM 7.9 13.5 b Ec egg FALSE FALSE FALSE six Ec eggs attached to bottom of the bag
625 2B 6 27-Mar-99 3:10 PM 7.9 13.5 b Dm larv 39.8 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE nearly transformed
626 2B 6 27-Mar-99 3:10 PM 7.9 13.5 r Ec adu F 38.4 1 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
627 2B 6 27-Mar-99 3:10 PM 7.9 13.5 ds Ec adu F 46.4 1.5 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
628 2B 6 27-Mar-99 3:10 PM 7.9 13.5 ds Ec egg FALSE FALSE FALSE
approximately 10 found 
underside of rock no 
more than 9 inches in 
length
629 2B 6 27-Mar-99 3:10 PM 7.9 13.5 ds Ec larv 30.3 59.2 0.5 10 FALSE FALSE FALSE nearly transformed
630 2A 6 27-Mar-99 5:10 PM 7.1 13.0 b Ec larv 32.2 0.5 30 FALSE FALSE FALSE large gills
631 2A 6 27-Mar-99 5:10 PM 7.1 13.0 b Ec juv 31.4 0.5 20 FALSE FALSE FALSE
632 2A 6 27-Mar-99 5:10 PM 7.1 13.0 b Ec larv 31.2 0.5 40 FALSE FALSE FALSE transforming
633 2A 6 27-Mar-99 5:10 PM 7.1 13.0 b Ec adu F 41 1.1 50 FALSE FALSE TRUE gravid
634 2A 6 27-Mar-99 5:10 PM 7.1 13.0 b Ec larv 32.4 0.5 22 FALSE FALSE FALSE transforming and tail 
regrowing
635 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 ds Ec larv 29 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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636 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 ds Ec larv 28.8 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
637 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 ds Ec larv 22 9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
638 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 ds Ec larv 31.1 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
639 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 ds Ec larv 28 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
640 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 ds Ec larv 32.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
641 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 ds Gpd larv 27.9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
642 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 ds Ec larv 23.9 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
643 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 b Dm adu M 50.9 3 30 FALSE FALSE FALSE
644 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 b D TRUE FALSE FALSE
645 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 b Ec larv 24 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
646 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 b Ec adu F 35.6 0.5 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
647 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 b Dm larv 26.4 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
648 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 r Ec adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
649 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 r Dm juv 23.7 41.1 0.2 5 40 FALSE FALSE FALSE
650 4A 7 05-May-99 1:45 PM 7.3 15.0 r Df sub 34 1.1 20 FALSE FALSE FALSE
651 4B 7 05-May-99 3:05 PM 7.3 15.5 b Dm adu 46.2 1.8 31,40 FALSE FALSE FALSE 40 regrowing
652 4B 7 05-May-99 3:05 PM 7.3 15.5 b Gpd larv 51.7 85.1 2.2 23 FALSE FALSE FALSE
653 4B 7 05-May-99 3:05 PM 7.3 15.5 b Ec adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
654 4B 7 05-May-99 3:05 PM 7.3 15.5 ds Ec larv 25.2 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
655 4B 7 05-May-99 3:05 PM 7.3 15.5 ds Ec larv 31.7 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
656 4B 7 05-May-99 3:05 PM 7.3 15.5 ds Ec larv 32.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
657 4B 7 05-May-99 3:05 PM 7.3 15.5 ds Ec larv 32.3 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
658 4B 7 05-May-99 3:05 PM 7.3 15.5 ds Ec larv 26.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE 6 and 8 spots
659 4B 7 05-May-99 3:05 PM 7.3 15.5 ds Dm juv 27 53.3 5 50 FALSE FALSE FALSE
660 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 ds larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
661 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 ds Dm juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
662 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 ds Dm sub TRUE FALSE FALSE
663 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 ds Dm juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
664 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 ds Dm juv 26.2 49.4 0.4 4.5 11 FALSE FALSE FALSE
665 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 ds Dm sub 36 1.1 53 FALSE FALSE FALSE
666 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 ds Dm larv 29.7 4.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
667 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 ds Df larv 25.4 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
668 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 ds Dm juv 25 49.1 0.35 4 54 FALSE FALSE FALSE
669 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 ds Ec larv 34.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
670 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 b Dm adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
671 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 b Df adu 41.1 1.55 43 FALSE FALSE FALSE
672 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 b Ec adu F 41.1 1.3 3 FALSE FALSE TRUE gravid
673 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 b Dm juv 30.3 0.45 5 40 FALSE TRUE FALSE tail regrowing
674 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 b Dm juv 23.6 0.25 4 55 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
675 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 b Dm larv 28.1 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
676 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 b Ec adu 37.3 0.6 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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677 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 b Df larv 29 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
678 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 b Dm juv 30.3 0.4 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail regrowing
679 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 r Dm adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
680 5A 7 06-May-99 10:15 AM 7.0 13.0 r Dm adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
681 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 b Dm adu 47.9 2.2 31 FALSE FALSE FALSE
682 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 b Df adu 50.6 2.8 44 FALSE FALSE FALSE
683 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 b Dm adu 65.5 5.7 32 FALSE FALSE FALSE
684 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 b Gpd larv 26.2 43.6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
685 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 b Df larv 25.3 0.1 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
686 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 b Df larv 37.4 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
687 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 b Df adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
688 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 r Dm adu F 45.9 2.2 33 FALSE FALSE FALSE
689 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Df adu 60.8 3.9 50 FALSE FALSE FALSE
690 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Dm juv 23.1 38.9 0.25 5 34 FALSE FALSE FALSE tip of tail broken
691 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Dm juv 31.6 51.4 0.5 4 42 FALSE FALSE FALSE
692 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Gpd larv 57.2 95.2 3.4 40 FALSE FALSE FALSE
693 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Ec larv 30.8 8.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
694 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Gpd larv 42.1 70.2 1.6 50 FALSE FALSE FALSE
695 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Df larv 27.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
696 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Df larv 28.4 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
697 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Ec larv 38.2 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
698 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Df larv 28.8 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
699 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Ec larv 40.6 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blended away
700 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Ec larv 42.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
701 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Ec larv 34.3 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
702 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Ec larv 28 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
703 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Ec larv 27.8 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
704 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Ec larv 34.6 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
705 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Ec larv 34 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
706 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Df larv 27.9 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
707 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Dm larv 33.2 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
708 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Dm larv 26.4 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
709 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Dm adu TRUE FALSE FALSE broken tail
710 5B 7 06-May-99 11:55 AM 7.0 15.0 ds Df adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
711 2B 7 06-May-99 2:50 PM 8.0 18.0 b Dm juv 22.8 43 0.25 5 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
712 2B 7 06-May-99 2:50 PM 8.0 18.0 ds Ec larv 17.8 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
713 2B 7 06-May-99 2:50 PM 8.0 18.0 ds Ec larv 16.9 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
714 2A 7 06-May-99 3:40 PM 7.1 15.0 b Ec larv 21.1 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
715 2A 7 06-May-99 3:40 PM 7.1 15.0 b Ec sub 31.2 0.5 40 FALSE TRUE FALSE
716 2A 7 06-May-99 3:40 PM 7.1 15.0 b Ec adu F 39.5 1 50 FALSE TRUE TRUE gravid  tail regrowing
717 2A 7 06-May-99 3:40 PM 7.1 15.0 ds Ec larv 14.8 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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718 3A 7 06-May-99 5:20 PM 7.3 16.5 b Dm juv 30.1 49.1 0.9 5 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE tip of tail broken
719 3A 7 06-May-99 5:20 PM 7.3 16.5 r Dm juv 28.3 53.2 0.6 2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
720 3A 7 06-May-99 5:20 PM 7.3 16.5 ds Dm larv 18.2 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
721 3A 7 06-May-99 5:20 PM 7.3 16.5 ds Dm larv 25.4 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
722 3B 7 06-May-99 6:05 PM 8.3 21.0 b Df larv 36.4 0.2 13 FALSE FALSE FALSE
723 3B 7 06-May-99 6:05 PM 8.3 21.0 ds Dm juv 37.6 0.2 6 3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
724 1B 7 06-May-99 7:00 PM 7.8 16.5 b Ec larv 20.8 FALSE FALSE FALSE lines instead of spots
725 1B 7 06-May-99 7:00 PM 7.8 16.5 b Df juv 18.7 32.5 0.2 5 24 FALSE FALSE FALSE
726 1B 7 06-May-99 7:00 PM 7.8 16.5 b Df juv 37.3 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
727 1B 7 06-May-99 7:00 PM 7.8 16.5 r Df adu 47.8 2.2 25 FALSE FALSE FALSE
728 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 b Df larv 32.3 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
729 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 b Ec adu M 42.2 0.9 27 FALSE FALSE FALSE
730 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 b Df juv 35.2 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
731 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 b Df larv 37.5 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
732 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 r El juv 32.5 1.2 2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
733 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec adu F 37.7 0.9 23 FALSE FALSE FALSE  four eggs found near her 
under a rock tail missing
734 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec larv 45.6 0.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
735 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec larv 45.4 0.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
736 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec larv 18.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE no spots
737 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec larv 21.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE no spots
738 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Dm juv 33.1 0.2 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
739 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec larv 44.4 0.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
740 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec larv 20.9 FALSE FALSE FALSE no spots
741 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec larv 19.7 FALSE FALSE FALSE no spots tip of tail missing
742 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec larv 20.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots not visible
743 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Gpd larv 30.8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
744 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec larv 26.7 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots faint
745 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec larv 18.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots faint
746 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec larv 25.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE no spots, tip of tail 
missing
747 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec larv 18.9 FALSE FALSE FALSE no spots
748 1A 7 11-May-99 12:10 PM 7.5 13.0 ds Ec larv 21.8 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots not visible
749 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 ds Dm juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
750 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 ds Dm juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
751 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 ds Dm juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
752 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 ds D juv TRUE FALSE FALSE UNKNOWN
753 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 ds Dm juv 26.9 46 0.6 44 FALSE FALSE FALSE
754 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 ds Dm juv 26.5 0.55 5 43 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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755 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 ds Dm juv 28.2 54.5 0.7 5.5 45 FALSE FALSE FALSE
756 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 ds Dm juv 36.7 1 35 FALSE FALSE FALSE
757 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 ds Dm juv 25.8 41 0.6 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
758 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 ds Dm juv 23 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
759 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 ds Dm larv 30.3 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
760 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 ds Dm juv 27 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
761 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 ds Ec larv 33.7 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
762 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 b Dm sub TRUE FALSE FALSE
763 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 b Dm juv 25.3 0.35 4 55 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail regrowing
764 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 b Gpd larv 46.2 1.2 21 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail broken
765 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 b Dm juv 29.8 0.65 4.5 102 FALSE FALSE FALSE
766 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 b Gpd larv 31.6 0.9 22 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
767 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 b Df juv 30.8 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
768 5A 8 02-Jun-99 9:30 AM 6.9 15.0 r Dm sub TRUE FALSE FALSE
769 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 FALSE FALSE FALSE
BAGS 2,3,5 WERE 
REMOVED.  ROCK 1,2,4 
DISPLACED.
770 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Dm juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
771 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Dm juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
772 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Dm sub TRUE FALSE FALSE
773 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds D TRUE FALSE FALSE UNKNOWN SP
774 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Df adu F 50.8 1.4 45 FALSE FALSE TRUE Gravid
775 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Df adu F 49.9 2.4 51 FALSE FALSE TRUE Gravid
776 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Ec larv 32.8 FALSE FALSE FALSE blending
777 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Dm juv 17.5 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail missing and dead
778 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Df larv 26.4 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
779 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Ec larv 37.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blended
780 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Ec larv 42.6 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blended
781 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Ec larv 30.9 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
782 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Df larv 30.2 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
783 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Ec larv 36.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
784 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Ec larv 40.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
785 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Ec larv 33.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
786 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Ec larv 30.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blended
787 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Ec larv 32.2 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
788 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Dm larv 25.7 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
789 5B 8 02-Jun-99 11:05 AM 7.0 17.0 ds Dm larv 20.9 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
790 2A 8 02-Jun-99 1:55 PM 7.1 14.5 b Gpd larv 51.2 96.5 2.8 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
791 2B 8 02-Jun-99 2:40 PM 7.9 19.0 b Dm juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
792 2B 8 02-Jun-99 2:40 PM 7.9 19.0 ds Ec larv 19.9 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
793 4A 8 02-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.2 17.5 ds Ec larv 32.7 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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794 4A 8 02-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.2 17.5 ds Ec larv 31 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
795 4A 8 02-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.2 17.5 b Ec larv 17.2 8.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
796 4A 8 02-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.2 17.5 b Ec larv 15.9 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
797 4A 8 02-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.2 17.5 b Dm sub TRUE FALSE FALSE
798 4A 8 02-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.2 17.5 b Ec larv 17.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
799 4A 8 02-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.2 17.5 b Ec adu F 42.6 1.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
800 4A 8 02-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.2 17.5 b Dm juv 30.2 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
801 4A 8 02-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.2 17.5 b Df adu 49.4 2.2 13 FALSE FALSE FALSE
802 4A 8 02-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.2 17.5 r Dm juv 25.2 45.2 0.2 5 42 FALSE TRUE FALSE
803 4A 8 02-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.2 17.5 r Dm juv 27.1 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
804 4B 8 02-Jun-99 4:40 PM 7.4 17.0 b Ec larv 32.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
805 4B 8 02-Jun-99 4:40 PM 7.4 17.0 b Dm sub 29.4 0.7 4 22 FALSE FALSE FALSE
806 4B 8 02-Jun-99 4:40 PM 7.4 17.0 b Ec juv 34.8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
807 4B 8 02-Jun-99 4:40 PM 7.4 17.0 b Df adu 51.2 2.4 14 FALSE FALSE FALSE
808 4B 8 02-Jun-99 4:40 PM 7.4 17.0 r Dm juv 30.8 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
809 4B 8 02-Jun-99 4:40 PM 7.4 17.0 ds Ec larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
810 4B 8 02-Jun-99 4:40 PM 7.4 17.0 ds Ec larv 17.5 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
811 4B 8 02-Jun-99 4:40 PM 7.4 17.0 ds Ec larv 18.9 8.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
812 4B 8 02-Jun-99 4:40 PM 7.4 17.0 ds Ec larv 30.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
813 3A 8 03-Jun-99 10:45 AM 7.4 15.5 ds Gpd larv 42.5 76.3 2.1 10 FALSE FALSE FALSE
814 3B 8 03-Jun-99 11:35 AM 8.1 22.5 ds Ec larv 20.2 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
815 3B 8 03-Jun-99 11:35 AM 8.1 22.5 ds Ec larv 24.2 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
816 3B 8 03-Jun-99 11:35 AM 8.1 22.5 ds Ec larv 22.5 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
817 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 b Df adu F 56 3.05 31 FALSE FALSE TRUE gravid, tail regrowing
818 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 b Ec adu F 39.8 1 24 FALSE FALSE FALSE
819 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 42.6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
820 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
821 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 21.8 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
822 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 22.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE two lines
823 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 25.9 FALSE FALSE FALSE two lines
824 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 20 FALSE FALSE FALSE two lines
825 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 24.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE two lines
826 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 21.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE two lines
827 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 25.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blended
828 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 15.2 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
829 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 17.3 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
830 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 21.8 FALSE FALSE FALSE two lines
831 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 17.5 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
832 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 16.7 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE DOR
833 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 19.8 FALSE FALSE FALSE two lines
834 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 18.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE two lines
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835 1A 8 03-Jun-99 12:35 PM 7.2 13.0 ds Ec larv 24.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE two lines
836 1B 8 03-Jun-99 1:40 PM 7.5 17.0 b Pr larv 51.4 91.8 3.2 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
black spots fade half way 
back tail, stout body, 
bright orange, some small 
gills
837 1B 8 03-Jun-99 1:40 PM 7.5 17.0 FALSE FALSE FALSE Bag 3 and 4 were 
removed
838 1B 8 03-Jun-99 1:40 PM 7.5 17.0 b Dm juv 35.8 0.2 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
839 1B 8 03-Jun-99 1:40 PM 7.5 17.0 r Df adu F 46.2 2 32 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
840 1B 8 03-Jun-99 1:40 PM 7.5 17.0 ds Df juv 19.4 37.6 0.15 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
841 1B 8 03-Jun-99 1:40 PM 7.5 17.0 ds Ec larv 19.8 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
842 1B 8 03-Jun-99 1:40 PM 7.5 17.0 ds Ec larv 19.7 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
843 1B 8 03-Jun-99 1:40 PM 7.5 17.0 ds Ec larv 15 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
844 1B 8 03-Jun-99 1:40 PM 7.5 17.0 ds Ec larv 19.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
845 1B 8 03-Jun-99 1:40 PM 7.5 17.0 ds Ec larv 22.9 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
846 1B 8 03-Jun-99 1:40 PM 7.5 17.0 ds Ec larv 18.6 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
847 5A 9 25-Jun-99 10:25 AM b Dm juv 29.7 0.7 5 111 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
848 5A 9 25-Jun-99 10:25 AM b Dm adu F 66.6 6.8 104 FALSE FALSE TRUE gravid NO WATER
849 5A 9 25-Jun-99 10:25 AM b Dm juv 31.8 0.8 102 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
850 5A 9 25-Jun-99 10:25 AM b Dm adu M 66.5 4.7 103 FALSE FALSE FALSE broken tail
851 5A 9 25-Jun-99 10:25 AM b Df juv 28.3 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
852 5A 9 25-Jun-99 10:25 AM b Dm juv 28.6 0.5 4 105 FALSE FALSE FALSE three and five spots NO WATER
853 5A 9 25-Jun-99 10:25 AM b Dm sub 40.6 1.65 110 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
854 5A 9 25-Jun-99 10:25 AM b Df juv TRUE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
855 5A 9 25-Jun-99 10:25 AM b Dm sub TRUE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
856 5A 9 25-Jun-99 10:25 AM b Df juv 33.2 0.1 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
857 5A 9 25-Jun-99 10:25 AM b Ec juv 35.3 0.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
858 5A 9 25-Jun-99 10:25 AM r Dm sub 35.3 1.2 4 120 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
859 5B 9 25-Jun-99 11:15 AM b Df juv 30.5 0.1 8.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
860 5B 9 25-Jun-99 11:15 AM b Dm sub 39.8 1.35 4.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE blind in one eye NO WATER
861 5B 9 25-Jun-99 11:15 AM b Df adu 36.8 1.1 52 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
862 5B 9 25-Jun-99 11:15 AM b Dm juv 35.7 0.95 4 130 FALSE FALSE FALSE NO WATER
863 5B 9 25-Jun-99 11:15 AM b Dm juv 25.8 0.5 5 foot10-50 FALSE FALSE FALSE foot 10-50 regrowing NO WATER
864 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 ds Ec larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
865 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 ds Ec larv 16.8 9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
866 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 ds Ec larv 18.9 9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
867 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 ds Ec larv 18.2 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
868 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 b Df sub 33.6 0.8 6 15 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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869 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 b Ec larv 19.4 8.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
870 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 b Ec larv 19.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
871 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 b Ec juv 38.7 0.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
872 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 b Ec larv 19 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
873 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 b Ec larv 19.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
874 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 b Ec larv 17.2 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
875 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 b Ec larv 19.1 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
876 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 b Ec larv 19.6 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
877 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 r Dm sub 49 2.4 5 23 FALSE FALSE FALSE
878 4A 9 25-Jun-99 2:20 PM 7.4 18.5 r Df juv 31.4 0.1 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
879 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 20.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
880 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 17.7 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
881 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 16.4 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
882 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 r Dm juv 23.4 0.1 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE tip of tail missing
883 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 18.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
884 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 18.3 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
885 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 17.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
886 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 20.8 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
887 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 19.1 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
888 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 21.4 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
889 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 21 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
890 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 21.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
891 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 19.3 8.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
892 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Df juv 25.9 0.1 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
893 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 20.5 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
894 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 20.1 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
895 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 b Ec larv 17.8 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
896 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
897 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
898 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv TRUE FALSE FALSE
899 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec juv 33.4 0.1 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blended
900 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv 18.4 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE tip of tail missing
901 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv 18.7 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE tip of tail missing
902 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv 20.3 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
903 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv 18.3 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
904 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv 17.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
905 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv 18.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
906 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv 21.1 TRUE FALSE FALSE
907 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv 20 9 FALSE FALSE FALSE
908 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv 20.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
909 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv 18.5 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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910 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv 20.5 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
911 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv 20 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
912 4B 9 25-Jun-99 3:35 PM 7.5 18.5 ds Ec larv 20.3 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
913 2A 9 26-Jun-99 10:00 AM 7.4 16.0 b Ec juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
914 2A 9 26-Jun-99 10:00 AM 7.4 16.0 b Ec larv 16.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
915 2A 9 26-Jun-99 10:00 AM 7.4 16.0 b Ec larv 17.6 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
916 2A 9 26-Jun-99 10:00 AM 7.4 16.0 b Ec larv 15.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
917 2A 9 26-Jun-99 10:00 AM 7.4 16.0 ds Ec larv 27 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
918 2A 9 26-Jun-99 10:00 AM 7.4 16.0 ds Ec larv 26 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
919 2B 9 26-Jun-99 10:55 AM 8.0 18.5 b Df juv TRUE FALSE FALSE approximately less than 50 mm TL
920 2B 9 26-Jun-99 10:55 AM 8.0 18.5 b2 Ec larv 20.5 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
921 2B 9 26-Jun-99 10:55 AM 8.0 18.5 b Ec larv 20.1 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE tip of tail broken
922 2B 9 26-Jun-99 10:55 AM 8.0 18.5 b Df juv 24 43.4 0.35 6 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
923 3A 9 26-Jun-99 12:30 PM 7.6 17.3 b Ec juv 36.1 0.15 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blended
924 3A 9 26-Jun-99 12:30 PM 7.6 17.3 b Dm sub 37.1 1.3 5 4 FALSE FALSE FALSE
925 3A 9 26-Jun-99 12:30 PM 7.6 17.3 b Ec larv 18.6 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
926 3A 9 26-Jun-99 12:30 PM 7.6 17.3 ds Ec larv 24.8 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
927 3A 9 26-Jun-99 12:30 PM 7.6 17.3 ds Ec larv 24.3 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
928 3A 9 26-Jun-99 12:30 PM 7.6 17.3 ds Gpd larv 33 57.4 1.1 20 FALSE FALSE FALSE
929 3B 9 26-Jun-99 1:30 PM 8.1 26.0 b Df juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
930 3B 9 26-Jun-99 1:30 PM 8.1 26.0 ds Ec larv 35.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
931 3B 9 26-Jun-99 1:30 PM 8.1 26.0 ds Ec larv 20.2 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
932 3B 9 26-Jun-99 1:30 PM 8.1 26.0 ds Df juv 39.9 1.4 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail broken, spots blending
933 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 b Dm adu 57.7 3.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE tail missing. Scars on back. Two broken legs
934 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 b Df juv 47.5 0.25 6.5 33 FALSE FALSE FALSE
935 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 b Df juv 38.3 0.25 6 5 FALSE FALSE FALSE marked 5 trying for 35
936 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 b Df juv 40.3 0.25 7 34 FALSE FALSE FALSE 6 and 8 spots
937 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 b Df juv 38.2 0.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blending
938 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 b Df sub TRUE FALSE FALSE
939 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 b Ec larv 16.2 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
940 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 b Ec larv 17.3 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE
941 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 b Ec larv 17 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
942 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 b Df juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
943 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 b Ec larv 15.9 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE five and seven spots
944 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 b Ec larv 16.5 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
945 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 r Df juv 41.1 0.3 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE five and seven spots
946 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 r Ec adu 37.9 0.85 40 FALSE FALSE FALSE tip of tail regrowing
947 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 17 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
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948 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 29.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE spots blended
949 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 16.2 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
950 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 18.9 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
951 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 15.4 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
952 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 25.3 FALSE FALSE FALSE two lines
953 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 18.4 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
954 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 20 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
955 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 25 5.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
956 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 19.4 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
957 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 17.9 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
958 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 21.2 FALSE FALSE FALSE two lines
959 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 15.6 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
960 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 22.6 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
961 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 20.1 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
962 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 15.3 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE
963 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 17.4 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
964 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 13.9 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
965 1A 9 26-Jun-99 2:25 PM 7.2 13.5 ds Ec larv 18 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
966 1B 9 26-Jun-99 4:00 PM 7.6 20.5 b Ec larv 21.9 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
967 1B 9 26-Jun-99 4:00 PM 7.6 20.5 b Ec larv 15.9 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
968 1B 9 26-Jun-99 4:00 PM 7.6 20.5 b Df juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
969 1B 9 26-Jun-99 4:00 PM 7.6 20.5 r Df adu TRUE FALSE FALSE
970 1B 9 26-Jun-99 4:00 PM 7.6 20.5 r Df juv TRUE FALSE FALSE
971 1B 9 26-Jun-99 4:00 PM 7.6 20.5 ds Ec larv 20.8 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
972 1B 9 26-Jun-99 4:00 PM 7.6 20.5 ds Ec larv 20.8 6 FALSE FALSE FALSE 5 and 7 spots
973 1B 9 26-Jun-99 4:00 PM 7.6 20.5 ds Ec larv 20.6 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE 7 and 9 spots
974 1B 9 26-Jun-99 4:00 PM 7.6 20.5 ds Ec larv 20.3 7 FALSE FALSE FALSE
975 1B 9 26-Jun-99 4:00 PM 7.6 20.5 ds Ec larv 20.6 6.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
976 1B 9 26-Jun-99 4:00 PM 7.6 20.5 ds Ec larv 19.8 7.5 FALSE FALSE FALSE
977 1B 9 26-Jun-99 4:00 PM 7.6 20.5 ds Ec larv 15.8 8 FALSE FALSE FALSE missing foot
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